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Editor’s Letter

A

t the present time, Cuba, a small underdeveloped Caribbean
island with numerous economic difficulties, can be proud of
its performance on the world stage, since it has managed
to contribute significantly to the fight against COVID-19
by sending more than 40 Cuban medical Teams to many
countries, including developed ones, saving more than 90,000 lives.
At the national level, the island can affirm with satisfaction that at
the end of October it has begun the stage that it has taken to calling
the “new normal” with the control, in practically the whole country, of
the pandemic’s contagion, due to the strict measures adopted by the
authorities and their compliance by the population, which has allowed
Cuban society to return to its daily activities.
CubaPLUS magazine, also presents on this occasion the tourist possibilities of the destination, especially the beauties of the country’s cays,
preferred by the foreign visitors who love sun and beach tourism, and
which since July 1st have resumed activities for the enjoyment of foreign
vacationers.
The culture in this edition includes, among other interesting topics,
a couple of music pieces, dedicated to the well-known musician César
(Pupy) Pedroso and to the work of the jury of the dance competitions of
the Fiesta del Tambor, whose 2021 edition is scheduled March 1st to 7th
Of great interest to readers, especially those interested in Cuban
business, is undoubtedly the exclusive interview granted to this magazine
by the president of the Chamber of Commerce, Antonio Luis Carricarte,
in addition to the topics of the Cuban agri- food sector and industry.
However, if you wish to know much more about Cuba, its realities,
natural beauties and customs, go to: www.cubaplusmagazine.com, and
there you will find other topics surely of interest.
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Cays of Cuba,
tribute to nature
Text and Photos: Publicitur

C

uba is the largest of the islands that
anchored their lands between the
waters of the Atlantic and the Caribbean. The climate and nature
converged there to create places for a peaceful
stay. Both to the north and to the south of Cuba,
groups of cays break up into marvelous islands
that captivate and provide peace and stimulation to those who have the opportunity to visit
them and enjoy their charms to the fullest.
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Discovered along with the New World over
five centuries ago, these surprising islets form
archipelagos of extraordinary beauty. They are
places with no limit to nature’s blessings, making them paradisiacal spots to enjoy the sun
and beach. Their extensive dunes give way to
banks suitable for sea bathing; the waters are
safe, with ideal temperatures and transparency
for scuba diving, and one can find privacy and
tranquility uncommon in modern life.

The Jardines del Rey archipelago is located to
the north of the provinces of Villa Clara and Ciego de Ávila. Of this group of islands, Cayos Coco
and Guillermo, currently open to international
tourism, are the most visited and are among
the main destinations for contemplative diving
in the Caribbean - both forming part of the Buenavista Biosphere Reserve.
Cayo
y Coco,, the largest
g island in the archipelap
go, counts Flamenco and Prohibida among its

most significant beaches. The former is a strip
of fine sand that extends into a welcoming and
safe sea. The latter stands out for its preserved
sand dunes and for its sea beds, with amazing
biodiversity.
In Cayo Guillermo, the beaches are the right
place to lie in the sun and enjoy the tranquility
and the delicate break of the tides on the shore. Playa
y Pilar,, the most beautiful,, stands out
among the best in the Caribbean, recognized
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by the Travelers’ Choice Best of the Best Awards
this year, 2020.
In both cays, the beauty and particularity of
their shores are the prelude to a rewarding
stay. All the surroundings are cozy and the
hotel infrastructure, of the highest standard,
has been carefully designed to respect nature.
Cayo Largo, on the other hand, belongs to the
Canarreos archipelago and is located on the
southwestern Cuban coast. It is the second
most important island of this group and its
sea beds, with amazing reefs and impressive
biodiversity, have been rated by National
Geographic magazine as among the best
preserved on the planet.
The oolithic sand of Cayo Largo is special, as
its composition prevents the sun’s rays from
heating it, so it always maintains a pleasant
temperature. The beaches, long extensions of
amazing beauty, are perfect for long sea baths,
diving, walks and diverse nautical activities.

12 www.cubaplusmagazine.com

Two of them: Paraíso and Pilar are on the list
of the Travelers’ Choice Best of the Best for
this year 2020, included among the best in the
Caribbean; Paraíso in second place and Sirena, in 12th.
Cayo Largo also has outstanding natural
beauty; a great diversity of flora and fauna
and wetland areas, ideal for bird watching.
The cay is also one of the main nesting
areas for sea turtles in the Caribbean area.
And something that adds more value to
the island are the rumors that some spots
—former hideaways of corsairs and pirates—,
could contain hidden treasures, but its true
treasure is easy to spot - the abundant nature
that effortlessly allows those who discover it to
fall in love.
Extraordinary, like the big island that welcomes
them, the cays of Cuba are places full of surprises, barely discovered by man; that little piece of
the world that we all dream of going back to one
day, without hurry or pause.
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The street of wood,
one of the jewels
of Old Havana
By Mercy Ramos
Photos: courtesy of Alexis Rodríguez

O

ld Havana is one of the most visited
places in the Cuban capital, both by
national and foreign tourists who
vacation in the largest of the Antilles

every year.
There are countless places of cultural and historical interest here as, in addition to being declared a World Heritage Site in 1982 by the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO), it is one of the oldest
settlements on the island, founded five centuries ago.
One of the sites that most grabs the attention of
visitors is Calle Tacón, whose stretch between the
Plaza de Armas and Calle Cuba is made of wood,
which is why many people know it by the evocative name of “la calle de madera”.
Unique in Cuba and in Latin America, this street
of wooden paving stones has an interesting history, since it was not always made of that material.
According to history, at the start of the 19th
century the paving of Havana’s streets was very
poor quality; the river stones known as “chinas
pelonas” worked loose with wear and the empty
holes left behind would be filled by stone blocks
and earth, so badly made that downpours left
them impassable, with holes in one place and
piles of stone in another.
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For this reason, carriage drivers moving
around the city would keep one wheel up on
the sidewalk to try and avoid potholes when
traveling on these difficult roads, which could
then cause an accident.
Understandably, the neighbors felt aggrieved,
especially by the annoying noise of the iron
wheels, and began building wooden or stone
steps in front of their houses, and on the corners, merchants buried cannons or large posts,
many of which can still be seen in some streets,
to avoid disturbance from the carriages.
This situation was even mentioned in a report by the Ayuntamiento de La Habana in
1821: “It seems that the ‘chinas pelonas’ discredit the culture of this beautiful capital, ma-

king it noisy and unbearable with such
an immense number of carriages, no
one enjoys peace in the streets and
houses, it forms a hot and unsanitary
atmosphere”.
From then on, the city authorities began to consider other options for paving the streets.
Between 1834 and 1838, Don Miguel
Tacón y Rosique was the Captain General of the island and during his mandate he created several public works that
are still preserved in the capital.
In 1834, with the aim of improving the
main entrance of the Casa de Gobierno
(Palacio de los Capitanes Generales), currently the Museo de la Ciudad, he tasked the construction of the street to engineer Don Manuel Pastor, who decided
to install wood paving, which was also
done in Calles Mercaderes, O’Reilly and
Obispo. In 1841, the engineer Evaristo
Carrillo tested the new paving stones.
It is said that Tacón commissioned this
to avoid the problem of mud that for-

med in front of his palace. Others claim
that the decision related to the need for
a little peace and quiet, and to preserve the sleep of his beautiful lady, which
was always interrupted by the passage
of horse-drawn carriages circulating at
all hours on the stones.
Whatever the motive, the fact is that
covering the street with wood constituted one of the first attempts to pave
the main city roads in an effective way,
which contributed to improve the decor, eliminate the mud and the noise.
However, the cost of the work and the
short life span of the material used
made the project unfeasible.
Perhaps for that last reason, the street
remained buried for many years until
the 1980s, when the Office of the City
Historian decided to begin restoration
work in Old Havana and discovered
the street covered by several layers of
paving.
Thanks to that decision, this street,
currently used only as a pedestrian

area, was rescued and can preserve
its great history, from the colonial but
also the contemporary era.
This section of Calle Tacón is an
outstanding space for Havana culture, as it serves as a stage for performances by the popular street
theater group Gigantería Habana,
presentations by the Banda Nacional de Conciertos, and literature on
the regular Book Saturdays, among
other activities.
If you are a regular in Old Havana or
if you are visiting, come to this place
to enjoy its beautiful surroundings,
neighbored by emblematic buildings
such as the Museo de la Ciudad, the
Casa de Martín Aróstegui, where the
Colegio de Arquitectos de La Habana
was founded in 1916; the Museo de
Arqueología, with its Cuban and other
American collections, and Parque Luz
y Caballero, dedicated to the illustrious Cuban educator, in whose center lies a statue in his honor.
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an underwater gallery in Cuba
By Roxana Consuegra / Photos: courtesy of artist

O

n the southern coast of the western province of Matanzas is the
Ciénaga de Zapata, considered
the largest wetland in Cuba and
the insular Caribbean and declared a Biosphere Reserve by UNESCO. About 11 kilometers
from Playa Girón, one of the most significant
beaches of the Ciénaga coastline, one finds the
Punta Perdiz International Diving Center.
The underwater Galería Transeúntes was
founded here by its artist and director Sándor
González Vilar in December 2014. Some years
earlier he came across the place when he went
diving for the first time with his Mexican friend
Emilio Solorzano Lescale (El Güey). Touched by
the beauty of the surroundings and motivated
to extend artistic creation to unimaginable
places, they created, together with other
colleagues, this atypical gallery which today is
dedicated especially to the memory of El Güey.
Ceramics on site in the underwater exhibitions.
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CONTACT

Thanks to the characteristics of the marine relief of
this area, the new version of cultural tourism in Cuba,
associated with the natural environment, could become
a reality. It aims to promote the beauty of the region’s
landscape from the artistic angle.
A complex formed by three art galleries has been
laid out on land and under the sea by González Vilar.
Inside an old building from the 19th century, canvases
are exhibited which were painted on the sea bed for a
period of sometimes over 90 minutes. There are also

Sándor González Vilar

+53 5264 7378

photographs and videos that record the process of
making the pieces.
100 meters from the shore and six meters deep, is the
“studio-workshop” where the paintings are made, in oil,
on an easel fixed to the bottom of the sea. 200 meters
further, with a depth that ranges between 12 and 16
meters, is the other exhibition hall, where 11 ceramics
by artist Lázaro Valdés Pérez (Matacochino) are on
permanent exhibition, created and painted on land in his
workshop in Calabazar, in the Boyeros district of Havana.

Mi Ciénaga.
Oil on canvas.
70 x 92 cm. 2014.
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Untitled. Oil, charcoal, graphite and canvas. 57 x 84 cm. 2015.
Untitled.
Mixed technique. Canvas. 90 x 65 cm. 2017.

With this attraction, nature and art lovers can
enjoy water sports such as diving, while enjoying
an exhibition unique of its kind in Cuba. A great
variety of corals, gorgonians, sponges and schools
of multicolored tropical fish live in harmony with the
visual artworks located there, and also with the public
that visit to contemplate them.

Other activities have been specially designed for the
underwater gallery in order to offer an unforgettable
experience. In this way, the first underwater wedding
in Cuba was organized there in 2015, a wedding
surrounded by art and nature.

My shield. Oil on canvas. 90 x 68 cm. 2014.
First underwater wedding done in Cuba. (2015).
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The most beautiful
landscapes in Cuba
By Roberto F. Campos / Photos: José (Tito) Meriño

W

hile it is true that making a list of Cuba’s most
beautiful landscapes is truly difficult because of the variety and amount of scenery, it is
possible to point out those that have been
most attractive to visitors.
Cuba has many wonders, already familiar to both foreign
and local tourists, and their opinions count for the guides,
as they do in this proposal.
It is worth noting that within the landscape of this archipelago, there are 14 national parks, six biosphere reserves, six
Ramsar sites, two World Natural Heritage Sites, and 28 Important Bird Areas (IBAs).
In these recommendations,, we have taken into account environmental
protection,
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ties of visits, attractions and programs. As far as nature trips,
one can consider Baracoa, in the far east of Cuba, and the
Escambray mountain range, in the center of the country, as
the most significant and beautiful, for their fantastic landscape and greenery.
On the other hand, the variety in the western province of
Pinar del Río makes for very interesting trails, where adventure and ecotourism are mixed.
The urban landscape of Old Havana cannot be ignored,
which together with the Varadero beach resort are the two
most visited recreational centers and the one with the greatest number of travelers.
We will order the list from the geographical
point
of view,,
g g p
p
from
from west
west to
t east,
east
east,
t, without
with
ithoutt hierarchy.
hiera
hi
ierarchy
hy.

Pinar del Río
Pinar del Río is a magical region. Ideal for excursions
in nature, it is an area where green stands out above
any other color.
For Cubans, besides being the most western province
of the island, it symbolizes the homeland of the best
tobacco in the world, where the leaves are harvested
for the wrapper of the Habanos cigars, a task carried
out with passion by the expert farmers of this true natural jewel.
A first stop could well be Cayo Levisa, 27 kilometers
from La Palma, in the north of Pinar del Río. To reach
this spot three nautical miles from the mainland, one
must set out from the Palma Rubia pier. Once at Cayo
Levisa the traveler finds four kilometers of virgin beach
of fine white sand bathed by the Atlantic.
Varadero.

Tobacco plantation, Pinar del Río.

Varadero
This is the most beautiful beach on the island, which
stands out in international lists relating to sun and
beach. Varadero is the most important recreational
center in Cuba.
Located about 140 kilometers east of Havana, the
country’s capital, it always appears as a privileged
place because of its transparent waters and very fine
white sand.
Ciénaga de Zapata
One of the most surprising Cuba trips is to the Ciénaga
de Zapata, an important wetland, with a diverse range
of flora and fauna, a truly Cuban experience for travelers looking for adventure and an active break.

Magic Havana
Officially founded in 1519 in the shade of a leafy ceiba
tree, Havana suddenly became a very cosmopolitan
city, full of travelers from all over the world eager to
know it in depth.
The Villa of San Cristóbal de La Habana, as originally
known, was founded on November 16 on the shores
of Puerto Carenas, after an initial settlement on the
southern coast of the country in 1515.
It covers 732 square kilometers and has 15 municipalities, of which nine are totally urban; 4.5 square kilometers correspond to the old section known as La Habana
Vieja, the most interesting and, of those, 2.5 square kilometers are the most visited.
Guamá, Ciénaga de zapata.
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Trinidad
It is a particularly interesting city, especially for those
who want to know sites linked to Cuban culture, since
it is one of the places where colonial architecture is best
preserved.
The old part of the town impresses with its streets covered with river stones, effectively recreating the aged
look and allowing imagination to take a journey back
in time.
On December 23, 1413, on the way to the Bahía de Jagua, the Adelantado Diego Velázquez de Cuellar arrived
at the future settlement of the Santísima Trinidad. He later witnessed, together with 20 of his men, the first mass
of this site officiated by Fray Juan de Tesín, his chaplain.

Cayo Largo del Sur.

This is one of the most interesting places in Cuba, in the
southwestern region of the island, with an exceptional panorama of various wetland ecosystems.
Cayo Largo del Sur
Cayo Largo del Sur was once a remote corner of Cuba.
Endowed with a particular coloring, its beaches and hideaways are an ideal space for tourism and environmental
protection.
Located in the southwestern part of Cuba, it has history,
magic and a future ahead of it that tourism authorities want
to promote, especially for attractions such as underwater
photography, tours and the most active vacations possible.
Escambray
This is a truly wonderful place, with a particularly cool climate in the midst of the ever-present heat of Cuba.
Trinidad.

Photo: Julio Larramendi

Jardines del Rey
Cuban nature has truly wonderful places, protected and
ready for the demanding traveler. A real feast for the senses and for an active vacation.
It includes the paradise of Cuban geography which is
Cayo Coco, which remains the main attraction of tourists
from all over the world, a point emphasized by tourism
professionals who promote the island as a destination.

Escambray.

Photo: Julio Larramendi
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Jardines del Rey, paradise of Cuban geography.

Jardines de la Reina
One of the ideal places for diving is found in the southern
region of the Cuban east, especially in Ciego de Ávila and
Camagüey provinces, with excellent marine scenery.
It is the Jardines de la Reina National Park, the largest on
the island in terms of sea area, with 2,170 square kilometers. It is made up of the archipelago of the same name
and the waters that surround it.
Pico Turquino
The eastern region of Cuba has many charms. From the
urban point of view, there is the city of Santiago de Cuba,
which was once the capital of the island, but the greatest
attraction is its natural landscape. Pico Turquino is the
highest point in Cuba, at 1,974 meters above sea level,
and stands in the center of the Sierra Maestra, the largest
mountain range in the nation.

Photo: Roberto Morejón.

Baracoa
Belonging to the province of Guantanamo, Baracoa
sits by the sea and stands out for its natural beauty.
Known as the First City of Cuba for being the first
village established by the Spanish conquerors on the
island, Baracoa is a marvel of colors and adventures. It
is recognized as a must-see place to visit.
Nuestra Señora de la Asunción de Baracoa is its name,
with urban constructions that cover a small space surrounded by a lot of dramatic coast, foliage, mountains
and rivers.
The Taino Indians (descendants of the Ruacas or
Arauacos) were the local inhabitants when Admiral
Christopher Columbus arrived in 1492, and on that
same voyage of discovery, when he set foot on the
island for the second time, he did it here.

Turquino, Sierra Maestra.
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Callejón
de Hamel,
a relevant
cultural site
Photos: Prensa Latina
y Julio Larramendi

Salvador González Escalona, founder of the cultural
project.

T

hree decades after its creation, the Callejón de Hamel represents a prominent
space within the Havana culture, as
here one can find painting, dance and
music that are part of the Cuban identity.
This place, which has become a symbol for those
who practice the Afro-Cuban religion, is now an
almost obligatory stop for tourists visiting the
Cuban capital because, more than just a small
street, it is a cultural stage where, as well as playing
host to a permanent exhibition of paintings with
colorful murals that adorn the houses, musical
shows and festivals are presented, in which the
area’s residents participate.
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The name “Hamel” refers to Fernando Belleau
Hamel, an American of Franco-German origin, who
bought some land in the Cayo Hueso neighborhood
at the beginning of the last century. There, he
organized a raw material and foundry business that
served to employ blacks and Chinese and even built
houses for them.
At the beginning of the 90s, the painter, sculptor
and muralist Salvador González Escalona created
the first mural dedicated to Afro-Cuban culture,
which started this project, with the aim of offering
creative art to the people and revitalizing a street
that had been forgotten by time.
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BREATHE

TO PREVENT AND REVITALIZE
SPECIAL OFFERS FOR HEALTH AND WELLNESS
VACATIONS IN CUBA
We offer you an exceptional opportunity for an unforgettable vacation in this Caribbean
island, you can prevent health problems and revitalize your spirituality among the unique
beauty of nature and the hands of experts in health and wellness.
We offer visitors the knowledge and experience of our scientists and health professionals in
improving the quality of life of people to face the current global epidemiological situation.
You can choose, in a safe environment, with all the guarantees to enjoy your vacations,
the health and wellness programs that we offer to reduce and prevent diseases and health
problems strengthening your physical, mental and immune condition.
33

HEALTH AND WELLNESS PROGRAMS:
Program No. 1
In only 60 minutes a day, during seven days, you will be able
to take care of your health and well-being in a vacation
environment and acquire tools for self-care.
Price: 270,00 USD

Program No. 2
Program to boost the immune system with biological immunomodulators
in people with gradual deterioration of the immune system caused by aging
(over 60 years old) or in patients with chronic risk diseases. Biomodulin T is administered for the prevention of infections, including SARS-CoV-2, as is Prevengho-Vir.
Price: 295,00 USD

Program No. 3
Combination program Nasalferón (nasal formulation of recombinant
human Interferón alpha 2b + Biomodulin T + Prevengho-Vir) to improve the innate
immune system and boost the overall immune system and prevent infections,
including SARS-CoV-2.
Price: 379,00 USD

Program No. 4
Combined immunostimulant program (Biomodulin T + Prevengho-Vir).
Price: 295,00 USD

Program No. 5
Relaxation and Mental Health
A program which combines physical activity with the emotional sphere
and offers psychological tools for mental balance and self-care.
Price: 199,00 USD

Compromiso con la vida
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HEALTH AND WELLNESS PROGRAMS:
Program No. 6 a
Natural and traditional medicine for the prevention of infections.
Price: 341,00 USD

Program No. 6 b
Natural and traditional medicine for the prevention of infections.
Price: 296,00 USD
Delivery of medication to patients is included in the price
in all programs.

OPTIONAL SERVICES
1. Specialist consultation and PCR for the diagnosis of COVID-19:
150,00 USD.
2. Individual psychotherapy sessions: 30,00 USD.
3. TV Programming Package for closed circuit channel in hotels:
Audiovisual Channel Quality of Life and Emotional
Well-being: 10,00 USD.

4. Medical consultation and advice on health issues: 25,00 USD.
5. Intensive general whitening of all teeth: 150,00 USD.
6. Internal whitening per tooth with chlorination change :
70,00 USD.
7. Diagnostic evaluation and early detection of conditions in
the oral cavity: 80, 00 USD.
Including: Diagnostic evaluation, control of dento-bacterial
plaque, prophylaxis with ultrasound of the whole mouth,
sanitary orientations.
8. Ozone therapy: (7 sessions) = 140,00 USD.

Comercializadora de Servicios Médicos Cubanos, S.A.
Calle 44 e/ 5ta ave y 5taA, No.502, Playa, La Habana, Cuba.
Teléfonos: (+53) 5211 2461 - Fax: (+53) 5599 6897.
Email: smc@smcsalud.cu

www.smcsalud.cu
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Dr. Sc. Eduardo Martínez Díaz,
BioCubaFarma President.

Soberanas,
the way to sovereignty

T

o say Soberana (sovereign) today is almost a ma-

experience of the country’s scientists and gave the example

gic word, as it represents the great hope of being

of the BC antimeningococcal vaccine, developed by the Ins-

able to deter the enemy that SARS-CoV-2 is today

tituto Finlay at the end of the 1980s, under the leadership of

for human health, and therefore represents achie-

Dr. Sc. Concepción Campa Huergo .

ving health sovereignty over that disease.
It is impossible to talk about the first Cuban vaccine candida-

te against the virus, pioneering in Latin America and the Ca-

This vaccine was the first of its kind, worldwide, for the control of type B meningitis and was awarded a Gold Medal by
the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO).

ribbean, without making reference to the scientists of the is-

Another contribution in the sector was the recombinant

land who, attached to the Grupo Empresarial BioCubaFarma,

vaccine against hepatitis B, created by scientists from the

work daily without spare time to achieve success in that area.

Centro de Ingeniería Genética y Biotecnología (CIGB), hea-

But to reach this achievement, a long road was travelled over

ded by the Dr. Sc. Luis Herrera Martínez, which, since 2000,

three decades in the production of vaccines to reach a total

has led to a notable reduction of this disease in Cuba and

of eight of the 11 included in the expanded immunization

no reported cases of children under five years old infected

program, which allows vaccination coverage in the country of

with this virus.

over 98%, eliminating several infectious diseases and reducing the incidence rate of others.
In a recent local press interview, Dr. Sc. Eduardo Martínez
Díaz, president of BioCubaFarma, referred extensively to the
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Another outstanding result was when Cuban researchers
achieved the vaccine against Haemophilus influenzae type B,
the first one produced for human use, certified by the World
Health Organization (WHO).

Also of great importance has been achieving the pentava-

the Registro Público Cubano de Ensayos Clínicos published a

lent against diphtheria, tetanus, whooping cough, hepatitis

study that includes a new clinical trial with the “prophylactic

B and Haemophilus influenzae type B, second at global level

vaccine candidate” against COVID-19, officially called “FINLAY-

and the first produced by a Latin American and Caribbean

FR-1A”, which will become SOBERANA 01A.

country.

It was also reported that a second vaccine candidate

The research and development of the vaccine candidate in-

against the disease called, SOBERANA 02 —an innovative

volves scientists from many BioCubaFarma institutions, inclu-

vaccine, unprecedented among those developed in the

ding the Centro de Inmunología Molecular (CIM), the Centro

world— was tested by the Centro para Control Estatal de

Nacional de Biopreparados (BioCen), the Centro de Inmu-

Medicamentos, Equipos y Dispositivos Médicos (CECMED)

noensayo (CIE) and the Centro Nacional para la Producción

to start the phase 1 clinical trial.

de Animales de Laboratorio (CENPALAB), with the support of

According to Dr. Sc. Martínez Díaz, it is very likely that before

the Ministry of Public Health, including the Centro para el Con-

the end of this year, the country will have at least two more

trol Estatal de Medicamentos, Equipos y Dispositivos Médicos

vaccine candidates being tested on humans.

(CECMED). At the close of this edition, it was made known that
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expands
its import
catalog
By Roxana Consuegra / Photos: José (Tito) Meriño
Eng. Liss Llanes Otero, Deputy Director.

F

ARMACUBA is an import-export company of the Bio-

tertiary - for the distribution and commercialization of the me-

technology and Pharmaceutical Industries of Cuba

dicines.

(BioCubaFarma), integrated to the Organización Su-

Among them are aluminum tubes, bottles, saline bags and

perior de Dirección Empresarial (OSDE). In view of

glass bulbs from European countries. The raw materials (Apis)

the new economic and commercial strategy that the country

mainly come from manufacturers in India and China. Various

has outlined to guarantee closed-circuit operations, the cen-

technological equipment comes from Italy and Germany, while

ter is immersed in the expansion of its import line.

other products such as spare parts and medicines are imported

In this sense, Eng. Liss Llanes Otero, FARMACUBA’s Deputy Di-

from South America. Llanes Otero also explains that they have

rector, explained, in an interview granted to CubaPLUS maga-

specialized in the acquisition of products such as reagents,

zine, that the institution has a catalog exceeding 10,000 items

diagnostics, culture media and live animals free of pathogens

of imports per year. It includes the necessary components for

for research.

the manufacture of basic medicine table products, as well as

Although the main clients continue to be from the biopharma-

the materials of specific packaging - primary, secondary and

ceutical industry, the growing demand from companies in other
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sectors has spurred on a diffusion into new market seg-

Import applications are varied and FARMACUBA is not

ments. For being an organization of proven experience

positioned in the biopharmaceutical sector alone; its

with suppliers and distribution channels, FARMACUBA

operations are growing and the tuning fork is expan-

also imports to third parties, said the specialist.

ding services towards Cuba. They maintain a close

Cupet has been one of those who have hired the ser-

collaboration with other importing companies such as

vices of FARMACUBA for the acquisition of “clean areas”,

MEDICUBA, which keep them constantly updated, re-

necessary for chemical analysis of oil. This classifica-

garding the suppliers and prices established in the mar-

tion refers to the panels, lights and accessories for the

ket, while ensuring better conditions for the country in

infrastructure of such areas, as well as the technological

view of the existing demands.

equipment required.

C O N T A C T
Central Office: +53 7212 5796 - 99 / Calle 70. No 29B14 entre 29B y 29C. Buenavista. Playa, La Habana, Cuba.
Export: +53 7204 7258 / Import: +53 7204 7257
Comercial Office: +53 7214 4461- 63 / Calle 6 No. 1103 entre 11 y 14 Miramar, Playa, La Habana, Cuba.
farmacuba@farmacuba.cu / Twitter: @farmacuba1 / Facebook: Farmacuba FC
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Dr. Sc. Anselmo Breto Vázquez, Corporate Deputy General Manager.

The Centro de Neurociencias de Cuba
on the Frontline of Battle
By Roxana Consuegra / Photos: Ferval

T

he Centro de Neurociencias de Cuba (CNEURO)

producing the Nasopharyngeal Swab, using those made

is the institution dedicated to the research,

in China and the United States as reference, reaching high

production

quality values by improving the productive scheme.

and

marketing

of

advanced

technologies for the diagnosis and treatment of

CNEURO produces the swab, made of cotton or polystyrene

brain diseases, with an active role in the scientific technical

tube SR 550 EDISTIR®, which is produced nationally, as

exercise of the country for over three decades.

well as the fiber covering this area, made of polyester

In view of the epidemiological situation that the world is

threads, guaranteed by the Grupo Empresarial de la

facing, the center has since March 2020 been immersed in

Industria Ligera (GEMPIL). Meanwhile, the Centro Nacional

the manufacture of different medical devices, among them

de Biopreparados (BioCen) is the body responsible for

the swabs used to carry out the molecular diagnosis test

producing the transportation to conserve the sample until

known as PCR-TR.

its analysis in the laboratories.

In an interview given to CubaPLUS magazine, CNEURO’s

The leaders of this undertaking are engineers Javier

Corporate Deputy General Manager, Dr. Sc. Anselmo Breto

Villate Acosta and Yamil Rosales Hernández, specialists

Vázquez explained that the organization is in charge of

of CNEURO. Their work has been oriented to reach high
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production rates, which currently stand at 10
thousand swabs a day, to meet the national
demand, with a tentative increase in the short
term.
This is done as part of the Plataforma Articulada
para el Desarrollo Integral Territorial (PADIT), a
framework program to support the strengthening
of institutional capacities that accompany local
authorities in planning and managing regional
development and that has joined the efforts
being made by the country to prevent and
confront COVID-19.

Nasopharyngeal Swab .

The contribution has been vital thanks to the
Ministerio de Economía y Planificación Física
and its Instituto Nacional de Investigaciones
Económicas and the government of Havana.
It also has the support of the United Nations
Development Program (UNDP), the contribution of the Italian Agency for Development
Cooperation (AICS) and the Swiss Agency for
Development and Cooperation (SDC).
Likewise, the process has been accompanied
by the Centro para el Control Estatal de Medicamentos, Equipos y Dispositivos Médicos (CECMED), the Instituto de Medicina Tropical Pedro
Kourí (IPK), the Centro de Estudios de Avanzada

de Cuba, the Empresa de Suministros Médicos (EMSUME), as well as the Empresa
Comercializadora y Distribuidora de Medicamentos (EMCOMED).
CNEURO plays a leading role in meeting
the demand currently produced by the
epidemiological situation the country
is facing, which must find solutions with
existing resources to ensure that there
is no shortage of supplies needed to
counter COVID-19 from the front line of
battle.

Dr. Mitchell Joseph Valdés Sosa
Director / Email: mitchell@cneuro.cu
Phone: +53 7263-7112

Dr. Sc. Anselmo Breto Vázquez
Corporate Deputy General Manager / Email: anselmo.breto@cneuro.edu.cu
Phone: +53 7263-7256

Address: Calle 190 # 19818 e/ Ave 25 y Ave 27 Playa, La Habana, Cuba.
Phone: +53 7263-7100 / Email: cneuro@cneuro.cu
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at the cutting edge

Eng. Isabel Silva, Director
of EMCOMED Cienfuegos.

C

reated 15 years ago, the Unidad
Empresarial de Base Mayorista
de Medicamentos Cienfuegos
is currently an essential component in the health sector in this southcentral Cuban city, since it is in charge of
guaranteeing the adequate distribution of
medicines in the territory to satisfy the requirements of its population.
With the current epidemiological situation the country is experiencing caused by
COVID-19, the role played by this organization has become more important due to
the population’s need for the products it
markets, aimed at preventing, alleviating
or curing diseases.
This is why, its director, engineer Isabel Silva, told CubaPLUS magazine, EMCOMED
Cienfuegos makes a daily effort to comply
with the norms, procedures and regulations that govern the system of commer-
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cialization of medicines, while ensuring compliance of best practice
in storage (GAP), distribution (GDP)
and transportation (GTP), to avoid
the loss of the medicines’ organoleptic properties and to maintain
quality standards.
“We provide service”, she pointed
out, “to 135 clients from the health
system and other organizations
from the province, among them
84 pharmacies, three hospitals, 20
polyclinics and 16 support units,
among other entities”.
As far as the institution’s job of
distribution, the executive explai-

ned that they work with a fortnightly cycle for the pharmacies
and monthly for the rest of the care
institutions. Meanwhile, they have
24-hour services to attend to emergencies that occur where essential
medicines are lacking, which may
compromise the life of patients.
To achieve efficiency in their work,
engineer Silva explained that they
have supported software systems
that provide all necessary information to monitor the critical path of
the medicines.
This, together with the system established by the Distribution Cen-

www.emcomed.cu

ter, where each customer’s dispatch
is carried out in each storage area,
has accomplished efficient work
and, most importantly, satisfied requirements.
All this effort, considered the director, “has been in line with fulfilling
the planned work objectives and
this is shown by us being a leading
group at company level every year
with our results and our being awarded Colectivo Vanguardia Nacional
status four times.”
Later, the executive explained that
the company she directs is working
notably to improve information
and communications technologies
in order to raise efficiency in logistical services and future investments.
The aspects they are working on
relate to logistics support for clinical trial services, studies of safety
and effectiveness in the real world
of oncological medicines, the introduction of computerization in the
medicine distribution center and
the development of a method of receipt by weighing.
Finally, engineer Silva referred to
the future of the work of the organization she represents and said
that “the perspectives of the UEB
Cienfuegos is to become a 4PL(*)
Logistic Operator, to maintain the

ISO 9001:2015 quality certification
and the center’s accounting, as well
as guarantee the efficiency and
continuous improvement of all processes, relying on our competent,
responsible personnel, with a sense
of belonging and committed to the
people’s health”.
(*) Logistics service providers whose
role is to ensure that supply chain and
cost/effectiveness relationships are
optimized through the management
of a wide variety of integrated logistics
services for their customers.

“Committed to
the health
of the people”
Contactos:
Lic. Ángel Luis Chacón Padrón
Address: Calzada de Vento no. 4161
e/ Línea de Ferrocarril y Callejón
de Miraflores, Cerro, La Habana, Cuba.
Phones: +53 7649 1085 / +53 7648 7996
Email: angel.chacon@oc.emcomed.cu
f www.facebook / emcomed
www.twitter / Emcomed1
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Eng. José Benito de Armas Rodríguez,
Associate Director.

a central pillar for the Cuban
health system
Founded 28 years
ago now, the
Centro Nacional
de Biopreparados
(BioCen) is today
a fundamental
institution for the
preservation of
human health
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lity management system of ISO 9001
standards of 2015 and, he noted that
the human capital of BioCen has been
committed to the center during these 28
years and has grown in the face of the
obstacles imposed by the U.S. blockade
of the island to continue providing its
valuable service to Cuban health.

I

n the difficult moments humanity is living today, BioCen’s Associate Director
José Benito de Armas Rodríguez told
CubaPLUS magazine, the center has
played a very important role in the combat
against COVID-19, as it is responsible for
producing various medicines used in the
protocol of dealing with this disease, among
them: BioCen’s Biomodulin T; Heberon, Hebertrans, Heberferon, Jusvinza from the Centro de Ingeniería Genética y Biotecnología;
Va-Mengoc-BC from the Instituto Finlay de
Vacunas; Surfacen from the Centro de Sanidad Animal.
In an interview given to this magazine, the executive said also that that “faced with the epidemiological situation of our country provoked
by the pandemic, BioCen took on the design,
development and production of a medium for
transferring samples of the SARS-CoV-2 virus”.
This scientific institution, explained De Armas,
has the only plant of culture media in the
country and it is the only producer of vaccines
against allergies, hence the fundamental role
it plays in favor of the health of the Cuban
population.
At the moment, he added, our institution is
immersed in various research-development
projects related to many fields, among them
nutritional supplements, cultivation means for
plants, nanotechnology and the development
of bio products for the prevention and therapy
of Alzheimer’s disease.
De Armas pointed out the strength shown by
the organization he leads in the development
and innovation of medicines based on the qua-

Carretera Beltrán Km 1 1/2 ,
Bejucal, Mayabeque, Cuba.
Phone: (+53) 4768 2201
Email: biocen@biocen.cu

f /Biopreparados
/BIOCENCU

biocen.biocubafarma.cu
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CÁMARA DE COMERCIO
DE LA REPÚBLICA DE CUBA

Antonio Luis Carricarte

Exclusive interview
granted by the president of
the Chamber of Commerce
of the Republic of Cuba to
CubaPLUS magazine
By Mercedes Ramos
Photos: Norlys Pérez
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www.camaracuba.cu
Twitter: @Camara_Comercio
Facebook: Cámara de Comercio de la República
de Cuba

Youtube: CámaradeComerciodeCuba

missions, he said when referring to the situation caused
by the new coronavirus.
“In this context, the Chamber has participated in more
than 30 videoconferences and business forums with 18
countries and 2 Regional Organizations (World Trade
Centers Association and Caribbean Chamber of Commerce), accompanying our associates in the virtual
business rounds that have taken place. To such ends,
we work side by side with our associates in drawing up
comprehensive tenders that contribute to a better positioning of our products in the international markets”,
he added in an exclusive interview granted to this magazine.
In short, it is about personalized support in the drive
to boost foreign trade and foreign investments in Cuba,
particularly the increase of exports of goods and services, the substitution of imports, the productive chains
and the strengthening of the promotion and completion of projects with foreign capital, he added.
A territorial view and a vision as a country accompanies the work, by identifying, supporting and showing
the ways for exportable items to be competitive and to
have access to international markets, he said.
In this way, he continued, the national business community prepares itself to be able to help eliminate obs-

C

tacles to foreign trade requirements, providing infor-

reated in 1963 by Law 1091, the Cuban

mation technology support to participate in fairs and

Chamber of Commerce has the fundamen-

virtual business meetings and exploiting the benefits of

tal mission of promoting the internationali-

social networks.

zation of Cuban enterprise. It has five terri-

During the epidemic stage of COVID-19 he noted later,

torial delegations: Villa Clara-Sancti Spíritus, Cienfuegos

company hubs with similar activities have been set up

(recently created), Ciego de Ávila-Camagüey, Las Tunas-

to create skills to develop business intelligence work,

Holguín and Granma-Santiago de Cuba-Guantánamo,

create market studies and strategies for access to inter-

and it is made up of 887 associates, with a growing

national markets, implement market surveillance sys-

trend.

tems and, in so doing, take advantage of niches detec-

The Chamber, explained its president Antonio Luis Carricarte to CubaPLUS magazine, has worked with the

ted or integrate into value chains that make our exports
sustainable.

country’s economic development since beginning and

“It is not just a matter of providing assistance, but of

continues to do so, evolving and customizing its action

joining in the specific actions of these groups of com-

according to the growth and requirements of Cuban

panies, which include the agrifood, steel, information

entrepreneurship, tailoring its actions and resources to

technology, cultural industries and education, among

contribute actively and effectively to the solution of the

others,” he emphasized.

obstacles that arise in Cuban exports and to the promotion and development of foreign investment in Cuba.

The Chamber of Commerce, he continued, positively
values the work the Agricultural Group is doing in pro-

At this moment, due to the limitations of movement

moting and consolidating exports of new items such

and the financial difficulties facing the country, it has

as charcoal, whose value exceeded $40 million USD

modified the chamber plan by replacing the fairs and

last year, as well as fresh fruits and vegetables, among

exhibitions abroad and direct and indirect commercial

others.
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Mariel special development zone.
These exportable items, he said, have been boosted in

entrepreneur, he explained that “at present, the country

nt years. The Group has carried out an offensive in
recent

non-s
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As for the policy carried out by the island’s government
regarding facilities offered to the fledgling self-employed
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of Commerce CARICHAM, as part of the work of diversifying external relations, explained Carricarte finally.
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A horizon of possibilities
and the answer to many

challenges

T

he Grupo Empresarial Agrícola (GAG) is a senior

Its business system is made up of 61 companies, five research

business management organization (OSDE) which

institutes and a scientific and technological unit for extension

emerged from the process of structural, composi-

and training at the base.

tional and functional improvement carried out by

the Ministry of Agriculture in 2015.

“We are producers of rice and other grains, items such as
beans, corn, root vegetables, vegetables and fruits are produ-

Its mission is to direct, coordinate and control the business

ced by our companies and its productive base, made up essen-

management system of the bodies that compose it, which

tially of Unidades Empresariales de Base (UEB) and agricultural

are distributed throughout the national territory and range

cooperatives, we have specialized companies for this purpose,”

from research and development of new products, to the pro-

said Castañeda Santalla.

duction and marketing of the most varied agricultural productions.
MsC. Frank Castañeda Santalla, President of the Group, said

At that time we had only one export company (Cítricos Caribe
S.A.), today we have five, four of them state-owned and one
mixed company, he said.

in an exclusive interview with CubaPLUS magazine that these

“Exports have gradually increased. Our main objective is to co-

actions are based on agro-industrial chains that allow for con-

ver our foreign exchange expenses with the income from the

tribution to local food security, supplying the domestic market,

exports we make. That is our ultimate goal and we have the po-

the tourism sector, import substitution and increasing exports.

tential to do so,” Castañeda Santalla stressed.
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MsC. Frank Castañeda Santalla, President of GAG.
The alliance with universities, research centers and other organizations is essential to achieving that goal.
One of our main strengths is to have five research institutes based on introducing scientific and technical results.

ding the values that identify us, contributing to a business
culture of nobility, sacrilege, teamwork and good practice,
promoting the results of science and technology, the Group
has been able to create new potential ties that have allowed

About the importance of business strategies for the proper

its continuous progress and expansion, the belief in the

functioning of the company, its president explained. “A good

wonderful power of the earth and the commitment that

commercial strategy allows you to place the best and most va-

exists with our people.

ried Cuban products in the markets and open new opportunities.
Cuban fruits are very coveted in the whole world, fruits such as
mango, guava, pineapple, papaya, avocado, are distinctive for
their special aroma, their exquisite flavor and their composition,
free of chemicals. A good market strategy for these fruits, under
the distinctive seal and image of Cuba, is essential in the development that we have proposed to achieve, not only of the Agricultural Group and its business system, but also for Cuban agriculture”.
Countries such as Canada, a high consumer of fruits, and regions of Europe, the Americas, the West Indies, the Caribbean and
the Middle East are the main market niches identified for where
to focus exports, and their leading products are charcoal, tropical fruits and juices, nectars, concentrates, essential oils obtained
from grapefruit, lemon and oranges.
Open to foreign investment, they have developed 11 projects of
direct foreign investment oriented to the agro-industrial development of production and productive chains with the rest of the
branches of the national economy that promote sustainable de-

CONTACT

technologies, management methods, the diversification and

Ave. Independencia No. 11111, esq. Vento, Boyeros,
La Habana, Cuba.
Email: vpdesarrollo@gag.cu
dirinternacionales@gag.cu
Phones: (+53) 7643 8227 / (+53) 7643 8315 / (+53) 7643 8302

expansion of export markets, external financing, the creation of

www.grupoagricoladecuba.gag.cu

velopment and raise the efficiency, quality and competitiveness
of the different forms of management.
The potential foreign partners facilitate access to advanced

new sources of employment and the raising of revenue, defen-
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Juan Carlos Rodríguez Portuondo,
General Director.

T

he Cuban company Grupo Empresarial
Agrícola (GAG) Frutas Selectas, part of
the Ministerio de la Agricultura, has for
over four decades been responsible
for supplying agricultural products to the tourist
sector of the country and other priority organizations.
Registered in the Cámara de Comercio de la
República de Cuba as an export body, it has managed through marketing to satisfy a large part
(70%) of the demand for agricultural products. It
is based in the capital municipality of Cerro and

has 14 Unidades Empresariales de Base. Of those,
only one deals with the securing and logistics of
the supplies; the rest are dedicated to marketing
these products and supplying them to the hotel
and tourism facilities of the Ministry of Tourism.
Highly qualified, competent and efficient personnel make up the productive base.
They do this using cutting-edge technologies
that bestow value on the products.
“The tourism sector continues to grow, which indicates we won’t stop, it’s the certainty of having
future development prospects”, general director
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Juan Carlos Rodríguez Portuondo told this publication.
To meet this great challenge, the company prioritizes the collection and wholesale marketing
of fruits and agricultural products – fresh, dried,
pickled, frozen, preserved, in candies, pulp,
concentrated and natural juices, mini portions,
condiments, charcoal and natural products for
infusions.
The fresh fruits, identifiable by their unmistakeable and authentic tropical flavor, are the
primary sources of export depending on the
season.
Nevertheless, vegetables and root crops are
also cultivated and exported for supply to commercial vessels, cruise liners or yachts, allowing
for the tastes and preferences of divergent markets to be satisfied.
A quality management system in accordance
with ISO 9001/2015 standards ensures the excellence of the output, always guaranteed.

CONTACT
Calle Palmar s/n e/ Avenida Independencia y Boyeros, Cerro, La Habana.
Phones: +53 7620 4789 / +53 7620 4014 / +53 7620 4160 / +53 7620 4046
Email: comercial@frusel.co.cu / secretd@frusel.co.cu / ventas@frusel.co.cu / produccion@frusel.co.cu
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Selling the most
authentic of Cuban
Agriculture

T

he export and import company “Cítricos Cari-

fruits and vegetables, produced throughout the island,

be S.A.” is a company with 100% Cuban capital,

which identify the unmistakable and authentic tropical fla-

founded on February 16, 1994. It belongs to the

vor, with the highest quality and in balance with the envi-

Ministry of Agriculture and joined the Grupo Em-

ronment. This allows us to satisfy the dissimilar preferences

presarial Agrícola (GAG) in 2015.

of the target markets, dueto the variety of our offers.

With more than 25 years of experience, Cítricos Caribe S.A

Charcoal is our main export item due to its quality and ac-

is known for its magnificent results in foreign trade and

ceptance in the international market, which continues to

the excellent products it sells in the international market.

gain space worldwide, promoting different ideal formats for

It imports the agricultural supplies necessary to ensure

domestic consumption and for industry.

production, research, scientific technical services, and ex-

We continue exporting honey from bees, we have also in-

ports.

corporated other products from the hive such as pollen,

We import the inputs, agricultural products and supplies

pollen jams, propolis and nutritional supplements.

necessary for the assurance of production, research, scien-

We bet on the export of new lines with both medi-

tific and technical services and exports.

cinal and nutritional properties such as Aloe Vera,

We market worldwide, mainly in the European market, fresh

Turmeric, Ginger; and likewise tubers such as Yams,
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Towards New Horizons

Sweet Potato, maintaining the commitment to be bet-

Otherproducts:

ter every day and meet the expectations ofthe interna-

- Charcoal, Honeybee, Nutritional supplements, Ornamental

tional market,

and medicinal plants Sweetpotato, Yam, Turmeric, Ginger.

We also promote the export of services, provided by the Re-

Services:

search Institutes of the Agricultural Group, specialized in di-

- Consulting andtrainingin good agricultural practices.

fferent crops and integrated by a highly qualified personnel,

- Specialized agricultural technical assistance.

who carry out the research activity generating products and

- Adviceandtransfer of agricultural technologies.

services that respectthe environment and of greatimpatinthe

- Technical diagnosis.

production.

- Training.

We have a Quality Management System certified by ISO 9001:

- Packageofservices.

2015.
Main market: Europe and the rest of the world.
Wesellin the international market:

Supplier portfolio: wide portfolio of diverse suppliers and

Fresh products:

customers in different geographical areas, 67 of which are

- Mango, Avocado, Persian Lima, Chili Peppers.

manufacturers.

Contact
direxportaciones@ccaribe.co.cu / dirmercadotecnia@ccaribe.co.cu

www.ccaribe.co.cu

Phones: +53 7881 4768 / +53 7882 0122 / +53 7882 0446 ext., 112, 138, 164, 165
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Empresa Agroindustrial
VICTORIA DE GIRÓN
Armando Perdomo García,
General Director.

Exporting fruits with
an accentuated flavor

More natural, more healthy

I

n tune with the current situation and the importance of contributing to the nation’s economic development, the agroindustrial company Victoria de Girón, essential hub for Matanzas province since its foundation in 1967, has not ceased
in its effort to continue expanding the range of exportable products.
The company occupies an 500 square kilometer area in south-central Matanzas province, making it the largest citrus

fruit producer in the country.
Of the 35,000 cultivable hectares, a large portion (38%) is citrus, among which grapefruit, oranges and Persian limes stand

out, and 9% corresponds to other fruit trees, particularly mangoes.
More than 50 years of tireless work guarantees its top place within the country’s citrus companies. Over 20 years of
experience in exporting fresh citrus fruits, juices and oils highlight its potential.
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Also part of the Organización Superior de Dirección
Empresarial del Grupo Agrícola, it company is strategically
located only 140 kilometers from Havana, 160 from the José
Martí International Airport, 191 from the Mariel development
zone, 120 from Varadero International Airport and 2 from
the national highway. This organization, member of the
SGF (*), has its own refrigeration plant with a freezing and
conservation storage capacity of 5000 tons, located in the
port of Matanzas.
Its general director, Armando Perdomo García, explained
to CubaPLUS magazine that the structure is made up of 15
Base Business Units, among them nurseries, production
farms, citrus and fruit processing industry, profit center, and
a trucking base and workshops. Productive diversification
is Victoria de Giron’s main strategy, which has enabled the
expansion of a universe where quality prevails. It produces:

- Aseptic mango puree (natural product obtained through
mechanical extraction of mango pulp)
- Handmade charcoal (product made from citrus or marabou wood, dry to the touch, uniform black color, metallic
sound).
One of the most notable facilities is the offer of guarantees
with trade commitments entered into by means of a
convincing and transparent legal framework in a market of
high demand, supported by highly qualified staff. It should
be noted that no production comes from genetically
modified organisms, the fruit used as raw material comes
from the company’s own land and no additives are added
to the citrus fruits, which makes them completely natural
products, so as to continue harvesting in the future.
(*)Certification granted by the international body created by
the fruit juice industry to certify suppliers around the world.

- Meat (pork, beef and poultry)
- Rice
- Protected crops (tomato, cucumber, bell pepper,
cabbage, lettuce, watermelon, melon, pumpkin, bean,
chard, eggplant)
These lines are destined for the national market in different important tourist centers of the country. The Cubanita
brand represents the company’s leading product portfolio
in the international market, with a presence mainly in Europe, the Middle East and the Caribbean - said Perdomo
García - among which the following strands stand out:
- Citrus production (oranges, Persian limes and
grapefruits) - Frozen grapefruit juice concentrate. The
processing plant also obtains simple grapefruit and
orange juice, from mechanical extraction of the fruit.
- Cold pressed orange and grapefruit oil (two highly coveted
products in the international market).

Contactos
Address: Calle 52 final, esquina 1ra, Jagüey Grande,
Matanzas, Cuba.
Email: director@citrovg.cu / dir.comext@imporvg.cu
Phones: (+53) 45 98 63 15 y (+53) 5209 61 01
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U

nder its umbrella, the agricultural entities in the Cuban province of Ciego de Avila began its way towards exports, which
implies a great challenge for the Empresa Agroindustrial
Ceballos, settled in the fertile plain of Avila, which produces

abundant fruits and vegetables that have been gradually gaining space in
the national and foreign markets.
The organization, which uses over 11,000 hectares of land, is a leader in
sending products harvested and processed by its units to other latitudes,
such as natural tropical fruit juices, aseptic and concentrated mango
pulps, aseptic guava puree, concentrated white grapefruit juices, essential oils, sulphated papaya, MD-2 pineapple, fresh mango, Habanero chili
bell pepper, and marabou charcoal.
The awareness of cross-border marketing came precisely with the boom
of this fuel, produced handmade by woodcutters from the provinces of
Camagüey, Granma and Ciego de Ávila, which meets the quality standards required for marketing, from the use of about 40 machines created
thanks to the commitment and creativity of the company’s innovators.
Exportable coal is obtained from marabou, which is why it has superior
characteristics in terms of heat level, without smoke or ash, leading to a
growing acceptance in other countries, especially in Europe.
MD2 pineapple was equally successful in other countries, certified with
the international standard Global GAP, a paradigm of good agricultural
practices, which includes the improvement of productive areas and the
training of professionals, technicians and workers who are in charge of
the crop, in order to ensure that it meets the necessary requirements to
compete in the most demanding markets in the world.
In the unit where this fruit is cultivated there is an Integral Center of
Agrovida Management, an installation for washing the sprayers and backpacks, whose residual is poured into a biological bed, waterproofed,
where microorganisms develop that decompose the active substances of
the insecticides and pesticides.
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“Pure taste of Ceballos”
By Ileana Sifonte León

The unit has a liquid waste treatment plant to reduce the pollutant load
of the water generated during industrial processing, it markets the solid
waste for animal feed and earthworm humus production in other units
of the company itself, and it complies with the guidelines of the Ministry of Science, Technology and Environment, which has earned it several
awards from the institution.
It is not by chance that this industry has been awarded three of the six
prizes for Product Quality obtained in the same number of editions of the
Feria Internacional de La Habana (Fihav), for high demand items such as
tomato paste, and mango and guava purees, while the other awards received by the company in the contest have been for the MD2 pineapple, the
Habanero chili bell pepper and the marabou charcoal.
Seeing change as opportunity is the maxim of the Agroindustrial Ceballos, that is why it doesn’t allow setbacks and continues opening itself to
opportunities without giving up its dream of recovering the splendor of

The chili bell pepper Chile Habanero has established itself as an important exportable item for the company, whose demand is growing

yesteryear in citrus production and with an eye on exports so that the pure
flavor of Ceballos can be experienced beyond the country’s borders.

quickly in countries like Holland, France and Canada, which have
acquired more than 120 tons of the condiment since 2016.
Agroindustrial Ceballos, which for some time dedicated itself almost
exclusively to cultivating citrus fruits, has had excellent results with the
diversification of agricultural production and its industrialization, hence it continues to consolidate its export portfolio with products such as
aloe vera, which has healing properties and is used in various beauty
treatments.

Contact:
Address: Carretera a Ceballos, km 9 1/2. Ciego de Ávila, Cuba.
Phone: (+53) 3323 7501 - (+53) 3323 7508 Atención al cliente:
Ext. 136
E-mail: dgeneral@dcballos.co.cu , dadjunto@dcballos.co.cu,
ddesarrollo@dcballos.co.cu , sifonteileana@gmail.com
Web: http://www.industrialceballos.co.cu/

This is the leading product of the medicinal plant brigade of the enterprise, considered the largest farm in the country dedicated to these
crops, which is a reference in the National Program of Medicinal Plants.
Wilver Bringas Fernandez, the company’s general manager, said that
in recent months the first shipments of other products recognized by
the DCballos brand have been made, including Persian lime, avocado, mango slices in syrup and mango chunks in orange juice and pineapple juice.
One sees great strength and efficiency in the investment process, initiated in the Unidad Empresarial de Base Industrial Ceballos in 2012,
linked to the introduction and assembly of new technologies. This led
to the shortening of processing cycles of fruits, vegetables and tubers,
resulting in an increase of the finished product without neglecting the
actions necessary to save energy and water.
Thanks to the diversification of products and the increase in industrial
capacity, the marketing for tourism includes all the country’s destinations and more than 300 facilities, a starting point for successful incorporation into exports.
The priority of this unit is to produce nutritious food of the highest
quality, in complete harmony with the environment, complying with
the safety and health requirements at work, and to give direct guarantees to clients in their business relations with the organization.
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Sándor
González
Vilar:

+53 5264 7378
sandorgonzalezvilar
Sándor González Vilar (Sil)

Habaneando. Mixed on cardboard, (2019).

I am from Havana
and I am a citizen
By Roxana Consuegra

V

ery specific aspects distinguish a great part
of Sándor González Vilar’s artistic production: the representation of a couple and a
staircase as symbols of his vision of life, the

inclusion of identifying elements that reaffirm his condition as a Cuban, and the constant appearance of architectural structures, mainly of the urban framework
of the country’s capital.
Seeing these three characteristics together, one can
see that we are in front of an extreme defender of his
nationality. Despite having lived in and visited many
countries, and having experiences that, as he himself
confesses, would add up to almost 200 years, he feels
the need to return, longing for his homeland.

Mi bandera. Mixed on canvas, 160 x 110 cm, (2019).
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In this sense, the works “Mi bandera” y “Mi escudo” are
symptoms of the rootedness that beats in his heart. In
both, this idea is reinforced not only with the representation of two national symbols, but also with the inclusion of images that pervade in collective memory and
manage to identify a country as much as the national
symbols.
Emblems are not only those which are officially established as such; they are also those that permeate
memory. The drawings of the coat of arms and the
flag are complemented with various photographs of
the city of La Habana, panoramic views of the Malecón, shots of several main streets of the city and images of emblematic buildings such as the Cathedral.
“Habaneando” is a series in progress dedicated to iconic places of the Cuidad Maravilla. Begun in 2006, part
of the series was exhibited in 2019 for the celebrations
of the 500th anniversary of the former Villa San Cristóbal de La Habana, in the gallery of the Ludwig Foundation of Cuba.

Mi escudo. Mixed on canvas, 150 x 110 cm, (2019).

Habaneando. Mixed on cardboard, 70 x 100 cm, (2019).
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Habaneando.
Mixed on
cardboard,
40 x 50 cm,
(2019).

Although it is now reaching its 501st anniversary,

Transeúntes, a space dedicated to promoting the

Havana continues to inspire the artist and motiva-

talent of emerging artists, responsible for maintai-

tes him to experiment with new techniques and

ning the legacy of Cuban art in future generations.

media. He now draws, paints, illustrates … on

His philosophy of life directed towards thinking

prints from previously taken photos. In them he

about younger people has turned his project into

leaves some areas as they were captured, while (re)

a school for many professionals who now enjoy

constructing others, playing at imagining his own

prestige in the national and international art sce-

city, in which that man with his ladder is not absent.

ne. Galeria Transeúntes has been the scene of

Step by step González Vilar has worked to reach

numerous exhibitions and one element that dis-

the place he occupies in Cuban art and also in so-

tinguishes it is promoting those who need it most

ciety. In 2000 he conceived and founded Galería

at the right time. The same reason generated the

Habaneando.
Mixed on cardboard,
28 x 38 cm,
(2019).
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Habaneando.
Mixed on
cardboard,
40 x 50 cm,
(2019).

creation of the Martha Machado Art Brigade, in

to do for others what is possible from his position.

2008, by fellow Cuban artist Alexis Leyva Macha-

It is not enough to teach at the San Alejandro Natio-

do (Kcho). Sándor, along with another group of

nal Academy of Fine Arts; it is donating some of his

creators, is a member of this energetic battalion,

art books to the center’s library collection so that

dedicated to supporting people in exceptional

the source of his knowledge can also reach others.

situations, giving them a reason to move forward

It’s not creating a gallery to promote his work; it’s

with artistic proposals.

providing that space for those starting out to feel sti-

It is the essence of this artist, committed to his

mulated and pursue their dreams. It is not painting

time, his fellow men and his history. A thinker who

skin like the tattooist that he also is; it is to imprint

does not stop at just generating a concept and cap-

his characteristic energy and faith in life in the souls

turing it on canvas, but who needs to bring it to life,

of his people, in the human being and in his land.

Habaneando.
Mixed on paper,
28 x 38 cm,
(2012).
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Permanent history, wood, nylon, metal, plastic,
variable dimensions. 2017.

Roberto
Diago,
his method of
working, the
day-to-day
By Mercedes Ramos

D

ay-to-day is how Cuban visual artist Juan Roberto Diago Durruthy defines his work
method, with which he has

created an infinite number of pieces in
more than 20 collections that have been
exhibited in countless personal and collective exhibitions in some 25 countries.
Raised in an artistic environment par excellence, this famous painter, sculptor and
installer began, one could say, his career at
a very young age, when his grandmother
ignited his love for art and literature by
always talking about his grandfather, the
outstanding visual artist Juan Roberto

From the series Paños Mágicos,
recycled wood and wires, variable dimensions. 2018.
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CONTACT

From the series, El rostro de la verdad, mixed-wood,
variable dimensions. 2013.

Email:
diagodc@cubarte.cult.cu
Phone:
+53 7641 6490
Diago Querol, and of the close relationship between his grandmother Josefina’s
father, the prestigious musician José
Urfé, and personalities of national culture, among them the painters Fidelio
Ponce and Víctor Manuel, the admired
musician Bola de Nieve and the notable
writer Lezama Lima.
At that time, he began to frequent the
Palace of Fine Arts in the Cuban capital,
where every Saturday the children painted under the tutelage of various teachers, where he had Mercedes Peñalver
and Oscar Molina as teachers, whom he
remembers with admiration. He later en-

Resistiendo el tiempo, mixed-metal, variable dimensions. 2017.
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En mi mundo,
mixed-fabric. 150 x 120 cm. 2020.

rolled in the Paulita Concepción elementary school in El Cerro, Havana, and then
went on to the San Alejandro Academy
of Fine Arts, where he graduated.
For Diago there are no preferences within
the world of artistic creation because he
considers that “The visual arts constitute
a wide world of expression. I like all the
ways to do my work. From painting, installation, photography, engraving..., in
short, everything,” he said in an interview
with CubaPLUS magazine.
“When it’s time to do something, I take
what I have at hand and begin. It’s in
the process of creation that new ways
of knowing the work begin to emerge.

That’s what I enjoy most about creation;
the process,” he added. A theme that
stands out within his work is his desire to
learn about the colonial past of the Caribbean, where the slave had an important role as a social subject.
In this regard, he said that “I am interested in how the past has influenced
the present, how we, the descendants
of slaves, have suffered discrimination
in today’s world. The world has evolved
but, unfortunately, a lot of social injustice remains to be eradicated”.
Other themes present in Diago’s work
are the love of the landscape and the
sea. Regarding the latter, so present in

Hombre de lucha, mixed-fabric.
200 x 150 cm. 2020.
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Autorretrato, mixed-jute. 200 x 300 cm. 2000.

the lives of Cubans because Cuba is an island, he has several sketches in mind, where the
sea is the central motif.
Finally, he referred to the current situation of visual arts in the largest of the Antilles and
considered that “visual arts in Cuba are adapting to the new social reality. Artists continue to
grow professionally. Every year the San Alejandro Academy continues to produce new talent.
In today’s Cuban art, you can see everything. There is a rich variety for all tastes. There are
good and bad moments, but art and artists reinvent themselves every day. 

Un barco me trajo, mixed-fabric. 200 x 150 cm. 2020.
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Viaje a la semilla.

Liesther Amador:
desire for
experimentation
By Cary Quintana

V

arious artistic practices are reflected in the
creative production of Liesther Amador. His
shifting manifestos between paintings, photographs, performances, drawings, installations
and interventions, denote the constant explo-

ration and experimentation in the career of this artist, who
refused to be pigeonholed. He is a visual artist.
However, there are issues that remain underlying in his work,
backed by certain patterns of an emotional and psychological nature. As a unifying focus, the attachment to roots stands
out: family, cultural, historical, even geographical. This component configures a large part of his work, from his time as a
student to the most recent pieces.
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Contactos
Telf.: +53 5244 9719
Instagram: @amadorliesther
Email: liesther02@gmail.com
Facebook: Liesther Amador

Tiempo muerto.
Agricultural workers. HéctorTamayo Fuentes, 56. Juan Samón Leiva, 48 . Elier Área
Matos, 40. José Alberto Fonseca Chacón, 46.
Francisco Aguilar Barrero, 45. Misael Castillo Verdecia, 32.
Yoslandy Esteves Biberón, 39. Jorge Castillo Montero, 49. Finca El Lucero. CCS Manuel
Fajardo. San José de las Lajas. Mayabeque. Cuba. 4/10/2018. 7:13 am.

The return to the family as the basis and cornerstone of society and of each individual in particular, led
him to action in real time. For 60 minutes, the performance consisted in exchanging his breath with his
mother, the source of nourishment for his being and
his spirit. The event transcends the documentary
photography immortalized in Viaje a la semilla.
He delves into the filial line in Mis últimas Venus.
The author’s mother and maternal grandmother
are presented as ideals of beauty, love, fertility and
supreme knowledge. This precedent works as a pedestal in the photographic monuments erected to
to the artists maternal figures, which, some years
after their creation, become the leitmotif of another
sequence of works.
Now, graphite on cutout paper, or acrylic or oil on
canvas, complement the preceding photographs.
The Paleolithic Venuses, votive representations of
fertility, once of prehistoric man, are reinserted as
part of conflicting situations. Attributes that were
placed in places of worship for ancient deities are
reinserted as offerings on the altars of his pieces.
Thus, the Venus of Willendorf is his last money box,
while the Venus of Laussel wonders if she plays
poker or chooses between hell and purgatory.

Venus.
Oil, acrylic, metal and canvas. 200 x 60 cm. 2016.
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Tiempo muerto.
Juan Carlos Santana.
Toronto, Canada
Canteras San Mateo, Ciego
de Ávila, Cuba. 2/1/2020
4:48 pm.

In the line of history, associated with his ancestry,

In view of these specific examples, it is possible to un-

Liesther Amador visited the Trocha de Júcaro a Morón,

derstand the meaning of identity issues and their roots

a military fortress of the Spanish army that during the

in the artist’s practice. A set of more current photographs

19th century divided the island of Cuba in two. During his

also highlights how much each person’s place of origin is

journey he carried the mambí machete belonging to his

engraved in his or her memory, and does so from a re-rea-

great-great-grandfather, a veteran of the wars for Cuba’s

ding of pre-established terms, another recurrent feature in

independence against Spanish colonialism in 1895.

Amador’s production. In his words he expresses:

In this action, which is polysemic, the self-referential sen-

“Tiempo muerto in the agricultural culture -particularly in

se is accompanied by the metaphor contained in the title.

the sugar cane-, is the name given to the period outside

Liesther becomes the protagonist of Referee, a referee who

of the harvest: cutting, harvesting and artisan or industrial

guides, in his own words, the “product of what I am or what

processing of the fruit. This name is a backward step from

we are as a country”.

a neocolonial period where unemployment, the scarce de-

Tiempo muerto.
Eusebio Cabreras. Baseball
field, Jicotea, Ciego
de Ávila, Cuba.
14/8/2018. 3:55 pm
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mand for labor force and the lack of wage protection
were synonymous with misfortune among peasants
and workers. Paradoxically, this denomination deter-

Tiempo muerto.
Oilé Álvarez. Guide for climbing Pico Turquino. 1864m above sea level.
Highest elevation in Cuba. Sierra Maestra, Gramma.
13/8/2016. 9:35 am.

mines the period of planting and cultivation, time of
germination, assisted and natural rebirth”.
But Tiempo muerto is more than a catalog of snapshots. In its spectrum it also includes video art, performance and documentary as a source to register
testimonies and the whole work process. With this
complementarity, the artist intends to build photographic monuments of these individuals in the spaces or places that define them and that they feel are
decisive in their lives.
In the series with the same name, the artist “sows”
different people in that place where they feel iden-

tified, fulfilled, happy... or where perhaps most of their
lives have passed. Thus, agricultural workers emerge
from the furrows, a sports activist is the fruit of the sand
of a baseball stadium and the guide for the ascent of the
Monument to José Martí in Pico Turquino, prefers to graft
himself next to the Apostle.
With this sequence of documentary photographs,
Liesther Amador received, in 2019, the First Prize in the
Post-it Competition launched by the Fondo Cubano de
Bienes Culturales and its network of galleries. Immersed
in new projects, he recognizes the importance of this dis-

Pararrayos.
Monument to José Martí in Pico Turquino, 1884 m above sea level,
highest elevation in the country. Sierra Maestra, Cuba.
180 x 100 cm. 2014.

tinction for his career, with the maxim of continuing to
discover new media, from the sincerity and spontaneity
of his artistic work, marked by experimentation.
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NOW INTERNET SALES
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Confecciones
Maryla:
among threads,
fabrics, buttons,
festoons and buttonholes
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F

or Maryla Pérez Cordeiro, a simple,
enterprising and tenacious woman,
designing clothes is creating. It is
the art of understanding the needs

of people with diverse tastes and producing
what they want or need for their daily lives.
It is also to satisfy men, women, girls and boys
who want to wear beautiful, elegant, practical
clothes that allow them to function in their various environments.
“I design out of pure hobby, I never studied
it in the academy. I went from being a seamstress to being a dressmaker by practicing
daily with the scissors and needle. I learnt
from the knowledge of the neighborhood
dressmakers, with them I learned first to cut
and sew and from this experience I began to
draw my first experimental designs,” said the
creator.
Maryla turned a place in her local area into a
workshop, where several women work, who
together with her have revived the old craft of
the dressmaker, thus providing quality service
to those who require it.
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Among threads, fabrics, buttons, festoons and
buttonholes, the designer’s professional life is
developing, inspired by life itself, by the coming
and going of people in the street, in their work,
in what they do, also in what they want and why
they want it.
She designs clothes for women as well as for
men and children, always taking into account the
activities they carry out, considering then that
the clothes should be lightweight, with breathable fabrics to keep the body cool.
As for the future, she is thinking further ahead,
as she intends to develop a project, with the help
of the authorities of her neighborhood, to teach
the cutting and sewing skills so necessary in the
community, and thus contribute to meeting the
clothing needs of local residents.
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Designer: Maryla Pérez Cordeiro
Photographer: Camila Serrano y Xuan Linhr
Make Up: Gio Vall y Wilma Deuvger
Model: Liliana Sosa

CONTACT
Maryla Atelier +53 7699 0400
Instagram: @marylacolecciones
Address: 10 de Octubre, No.354 e/ Rodríguez y San Leonardo,
municipio 10 de Octubre, La Habana, Cuba.
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a dance festival as well
By Mary Couto / Photos: José (Tito) Meriño

T

he popular Fiesta del Tambor, celebrated in

tury and its roots are African. This genre is considered the

Cuba for the last two decades, besides being a

mother of many Latin rhythms and dances, as is the case

faithful exponent of percussion, also offers an

with salsa.

important space for dance, mainly in the casi-

no and rumba genres.

Given the importance of these rhythms, the Fiesta del
Tambor program includes dance competitions with a

These styles of dance, among the most popular on the

splendid jury: Jennyselt Lázara Gálata Calvo, Johannes

Caribbean island, reflect the cheerful idiosyncrasy of the

García and Domingo Pau, great exponents of dance in the

Cuban people, and are therefore a fundamental part of

largest of the Antilles.

the festival competitions, every year bringing together
many dancers of all ages, both Cuban and foreign.

For Jennyselt Lázara Gálata Calvo, currently with the company Antonio María Romeu as an independent solo dancer,

Casino is a ballroom dance that emerged in Havana in

being a member of the jury of the dance competitions of

the late 1950s as a form of entertainment for couples and,

this important event is a great honor, as it reflects the recog-

sometimes, in groups of couples, called rueda de casino.

nition of her career in the world of dance.

Rumba, declared Intangible Heritage of Humanity in

“For me this work is of vital importance for the develo-

2016 by UNESCO, originated in Cuba during the 19th cen-

pment of dance and folklore in general in my country,
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Jennyselt Lázara Gálata Calvo.

Johannes García.

Domingo Pau.

because it gives an opportunity to those interested, from an

practiced and studied by children and adults, thanks to the

early age and even adults, to express through dancing their

workshops included over the last two years”.

motivation for these genres,” she told this magazine.

Johannes García, lead dancer of the Conjunto Folklórico Na-

In her opinion, the Fiesta del Tambor upholds the traditions,

cional and founder of the company Danzas Tradicionales de

both musical and dance, of Cuban folklore and, she added: “It

Cuba, considers his role as judge at this meeting as very im-

is worth highlighting that thanks to Gerardo Piloto, the rum-

portant, because the Fiesta del Tambor “deals with the essen-

ba, which is already Intangible Heritage of Humanity, can be

ce of the folkloric dances performed with this instrument and
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contributes to preserving folkloric dance, the popular dance

event is extremely important, since it has allowed the par-

which in Cuba is very diverse”.

ticipation not only of percussion students from different

This event, he considered, is very relevant, starting with the

schools, but also young people with no academic training,

diversity that the drum has given to all the Cuban rhythms

which shows that “the percussion in the country is enjoying

and because it tries to exhibit all those that we enjoy in the

success”.

world today. The prestige achieved by this festival is seen in

Another aspect highlighted by Professor Pau is that the fes-

the wide participation of musicians from many countries, so

tival “permits the showcasing of our people’s popular tradi-

it is important to get more support to grow it.

tions relating to rumba and shows that the effort of those

With a life dedicated to Afro-Cuban folklore (56 years), Do-

men and women who knew how to preserve it until now

mingo Pau, another member of the prestigious jury of the

have earned the right to their heritage with the certainty that

Fiesta del Tambor in the dance competitions, said that this

our youth will not let it die”.
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César (Pupy) Pedroso,
sharing stories and revealing scoops
By Roxana Consuegra / Photos: courtesy the artist and José (Tito) Meriño

F

or César (Pupy) Pedroso, choosing music as

This is how the passion awoke in that boy who, at only

a career path was not a difficult decision.

seven years old, would hide behind the piano in his hou-

Grandson of Julio Pedroso, flutist of the Or-

se when his father played to be able to hear almost “from

questa Cuba, and son of César (Nene) Pedro-

within the instrument” the melody he produced.

so, pianist of many groups, among them the Orques-

In an interview with CubaPLUS magazine, Pupy tells

ta Sensación, his life developed from the beginning

with a look of nostalgia that he used to stay there for long

among harmonies, compositions and tumbaos.

periods, such that on many occasions they thought he

Also every year, on December 16th, on the eve of the ce-

was lost.

lebrations for the Dia de San Lázaro, his house was the

At the age of 12, he entered the Amadeo Roldán Con-

venue for parties to venerate the saint, to which many

servatory, specializing in piano. Also around that time

family friends, including musicians, were invited. It was

he received classes from greats of Cuban music such as

not strange then to share long conversations about

Jesús López, the pianist of the Orquesta Arcaño y sus

rhythms and sounds with artists and orchestra directors

Maravillas, in a workshop taught at the Iglesia de Paula.

such as Arsenio Rodríguez and Félix Chapottín, among

With the unforgettable Ignacio Jacinto Villa Fernández,

many others.

better known as Bola de Nieve, together with Pedro Vega,
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Martha Valdés, Ela O’ Farrill and César Portillo, among many

orchestra’s phonograms. Three of his compositions, “El ne-

others, he attended a course in harmony at the Teatro Audito-

gro está cocinando”, “La bomba soy yo” and “Temba, tumba

rium Amadeo Roldán.

y timba”, are part of the CD Van Van is here, which won the

After concluding his academic training, Pupy, now a qualified

Latin Grammy Award in 2000.

pianist, became a member of the Orquesta Revé, where he

However, for some years now, Pupy had been working inde-

met Juan Formell, with whom he later founded Los Van Van

pendently with a German record company, alongside the con-

orchestra.

nection with Los Van Van. La fruta prohibida had been one of

It was a time marked by many changes; the rhythm created

those albums that he made simultaneously, and which promp-

by Los Van Van revolutionized Cuban music and el songo was

ted him to develop his own project after receiving a Platinum

a genre that became part of the most popular nationally and

Record in 1997, for having sold more than 5,000 copies.

internationally. Pupy remained for 32 years with the Tren de

At the end of 2001, César Pedroso became independent

la música cubana, as Los Van Van are known, which, he says,

from Los Van Van and founded his own orchestra: Pupy y

constituted the climax of his professional training.

los que Son Son. When talking about this, he recalls that the

With Los Van Van he not only played the piano, but also

last song he played with Los Van Van, entitled Qué cosas tie-

wrote numerous songs that were included in several of the

ne la vida, was composed inspired by one of the orchestra’s
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musicians, a characteristic of “vanvanera”
songs, always allusive to reality, with a mischievous tone and Cuban flavor.
This song set a pattern in the life of the popular musician, because it closed the cycle of
his work as a pianist in Formell’s orchestra and
opened the way together with the members of
his musical project. That’s what gave name to
the first album Pupy recorded with los que Son
Son; the song became a door, that opens and
closes pathways, that defines Qué cosas que
tiene la vida.
Los que Son Son recently celebrated their
19th anniversary. The coming of age is not only
measured by time, but also by achievements;
ten singles are in their repertoire, recorded with
different record companies such as the Cuban
Egrem and Bis Music, and the German Termi-

Cuba, a proposal by his longtime partner in the arts, Juan

dor Musikverlag.

Formell.

The greatest recognition Pupy obtained was in

In a press interview about this, Formell said “Pupy

2013, when he was awarded the National Music

deserved this award, he is an excellent performer, pianist,

Prize, the highest distinction of this art form in

composer and arranger, and he was very brave when he
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made the decision to leave Los Van Van, and
today he has his own renowned orchestra”.
Certainly, César Pedroso has occupied a place
of great relevance in Cuban music, and although
his prestige is already a fact, he remains active,
composing and producing more of his art.
At present, he is in the process of making the
album Re percusión, which he plans to release in
2021. The album will feature several guests such
as Erick Iglesias, director of Cimafunk, Charly
Mucharrima y los Niches, and the Muñequitos
de Matanzas, under the Egrem publishing label.
At the same time, Pupy is supporting, together
with another group of soneros, the initiative of
Adalberto Álvarez to carry out the first edition of
the Festival del Son, for the month of May 2021,
specifically on the 8th. The choice of the date is
because that day is the anniversary of the birth
of Cuban soneros Miguel Matamoros and Miguelito Cuní.
Pupy’s legacy has been such that a good number of artists have also found in los que Son Son
a school like Los Van Van was for him, a fact he
acknowledges with admiration and joy. Others
have paid homage to him in his songs with choruses, phrases of his authorship or have reinterpreted his songs.
During this time also, the director of Havana
D’ Primera, Alexander Abreu, is producing the
CD entitled Será que se acabó, a wink to the homonymous work of César Pedroso. It’s another
tribute to this prodigal of Cuban music... simple,
frank, not afraid to tell his truths, who generously
offers an afternoon of sharing stories and revealing firsts.
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he Grupo Empresarial de la Industria Sidero Mecánica (GESIME) is the
leading business organization in this
field in Cuba, which with more than 45
years of experience is characterized by
its high technical, productive level and
the specialization of its human resources.
GESIME is made up of 54 companies that offer a wide
range of products and services associated with the
steel and metalworking industries. Currently, the
business group is carrying out several investment
processes that will enable modernization, sustainability and widening of the productive capacities of
their industries, in order to satisfy growing demand
in the national and foreign market. It also focuses on
new product development and has a wide portfolio of business opportunities for foreign investment

T

Looking to
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in Cuba. Its principal manufacture includes carbon
steel rods and billets and derivatives, as well as a
variety of equipment, machinery, industrial plants,
parts, spare parts, implements, supplies and tools
for various economic lines. Noteworthy are the
equipment, machinery and systems for agriculture,
such as: the cane harvesters, self-propelled transporters, trailers, irrigation machines and systems;
as well as diverse agricultural implements: cultivating tillers, breaking harrows, trowels, integral disc
plows, leveling blades, etc. For the food industry,
their companies develop canning factories, small
businesses for fruit and vegetable processing, processing plants for citrus, fruit and dairy and grain
storage and drying; they also produce milk vats,
water purification plants, stainless steel and carbon
steel, packaging and metallic containers.

Contact:
Carretera Toledo No. 18449 e/ 184
y Autopista 3, Boyeros, La Habana.
Phone: (+53) 72633401
Export: (+53) 72633439
Business: (+53) 76450405
Email: gesime@sime.cu
Facebook: www.facebook.com/SIME.CU/
Twitter: @osdegesime
Instagram: www.instagram.com/osde.gesime/
Youtube: OSDE GESIME

www.sime.cu

the future
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EMPRESA INDUSTRIAL DE RIEGO

The life
of crops
Nothing like a few drops of water in time

W

hen we hear about irrigation systems, in
any of its techniques, we think that it is
an innovative and modern way to give
the crops the water they don’t get from
the rain and that they need optimize their physiological
processes, in order to obtain the expected results in
terms of yield.
If the soil does not have enough water, or it is not
available through natural sources on time, it is essential
to use an artificial supply of the precious liquid, and
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hence the importance of these systems. Crops have
critical moments when they need to meet their water
requirements; if these are not fully covered it can mean
a serious loss of yield.
The Empresa Industrial de Riego (EIR), belonging to
the Grupo Empresarial de la Industria Sidero Mecánica
(GESIME) of the Ministry of Industries, has a human
capital with a long history in the search and solution of
innovations for the national industry. It also provides
a constant engineering service, in continuous learning

José Luis Toledo,
General Director.

and development. Thanks to its contributions,
irrigation is today the exciting world of those who
have created relevant works for the industrial
development of the country. “The expertise and
youth are intertwined in this entity in each of the
basic business units involved”, commented its
general director, José Luis Toledo to this publication.

They produce and market:
- Sprinkler irrigation systems (suitable for all types of
crops and full-coverage irrigation)
- Microspraying (used mainly in organoponic crops
and seedling areas).
- Trickle (85 to 90 % yield and 3 to 4 times more
water saving than in irrigation by water).
- They produce their accessories: parts, pieces,
aggregates.
- Pumps.
- Electric pumps (they are submersible and are used
in pumping wells, although their flexibility of use
makes them suitable for almost any case).
- Motor pumps.
- Productions derived from plastic, packaging.
- Electric pipes with capacity up to 4 000 km.
- Hydraulic modules with capacity up to 10 000 km.
- Sanitary modules, accessories and pipes.
- Connections for different sectors such as agriculture, housing and others, with the aim of providing
quality solutions to its customers.

Services:
- Installation and assembly of irrigation and sustainability systems.
- Installation and assembly of pumping system in
hotels
Water is essential to make the most of the land’s
potential, as well as to allow plants to fully utilize
the other production factors that increase yields.
Good management and its sustainable use will help
ensure better production.

Contact
Address: Vía Blanca No. 810 e/ Calzada Vieja
de Guanabacoa y Ampliación de Carrtera
Central, Reparto los Ángeles. San Miguel del
Padrón, La Habana, Cuba.
Phone: +53 7699 0421
Email: riego@riego.co.cu
www.facebook.com/eir.cu/
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at the service of

Import and Export

Roylan Agustin Pérez Sánchez,
General Director.

STARTING
OFF WITH
NON-STATE
MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS, THE
BEST PATH TO
SUCCESS
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P

rofessionalism,
expertise
and commitment are essential for a working group to
function. Attitudes like these
characterize the group that forms the
state-owned company ACINOX COMERCIAL, authorized by the Ministry of Foreign Trade and Foreign Investment to
provide services to workers in non-state
forms of management.
Roylan Agustín Pérez Sánchez, its general director, as well as the foreign trade
specialists that make up the company,
are highly qualified, familiar with the
current and potential market, and work
in accordance with the most modern
practices and requirements of interna-

tional trade, with a proven high level of
efficiency in the marketing and importexport of steel products. Part of the Grupo Empresarial de la Industria Sidero
Mecánica (GESIME), ACINOX COMERCIAL
has the promotion of exports of goods
and services of industrial sector companies among its main missions. Europe,
the Caribbean area and Central America
have been the main export regions of
the products of the country’s metallurgical industries.
Guaranteeing the import of raw materials is one of the tasks that ACINOX COMERCIAL has also taken on,
said José Enrique Pazos Sánchez, the
organization’s director of imports for

the last four years, with eight previous years as director of a territorial
UEB, and for whom Acinox is an extension of his home, where he has
built up 12 years of wonderful experience. The executive tells us about
the versatility of this company, since
it is an importer-exporter and marketer, and has a wide commercial network in all the provinces: “It is a selfsufficient organization from the point
of view of transportation, with capacity to move imported and exported
goods to and from the ports.
As far as working with non-state
forms of management, we are going
to dedicate ourselves to both the
import and export of self-employed
workers and non-agricultural cooperatives.

CONTACT:

This mission requires an internal
company reorganization, adapting
all procedures to the current legislation, for which our country published the legal framework in the Official Gazette on August 17. For this
reason, we designed a program that
contains a clear procedure covering
all work with non-state forms of management”.
This modern and competitive organization is made up of experts who
have responded to the current demands of the market. Its main merit
should be highlighted: to provide
steel derivatives and electrical conductors on a national scale, as well
as products and equipment for investment and industrial maintenance
that promote the wholesale market

to state companies and to non-state
forms of management, with the aim
of reaching customers by the best
means available to Cuban companies today.

José Enrique Pazos Sánchez,
Director of Imports .

Calle 37, No. 20811, e/ 208 y 212, Rpto. Versalles, La Lisa, La Habana, Cuba.
Phone: (+53) 7 260 8990, 7 260 8991, 7 267 0393, Fax: (+53) 7 267 7501
Email: acicom@steels-net.cu

www.steels-net.cu
Facebook: www.facebook.com/acinoxcomercial
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PROVEN
Eng. Lourdes Esther Torres Ferrer,
General Director.

T

he Empresa Industrial
Ramón Peña (EIRP), belonging to the Grupo Empresarial de la Industria
Sidero Mecánica (GESIME),
is an Organización Superior de Dirección
Empresarial (OSDE) formed by a group
of companies working in metallurgy, the
steel industry, raw materials and the collection of urban solid waste.
Located near the Guanabacoa roundabout, the EIRP is made up of three
UEB (Unidad Empresarial de Base), two
of which are in Havana and the third in
Güira de Melena, Artemisa. Although
its profile has historically been linked
to the production of machinery for
industry, its nomenclature has varied
throughout its years of existence. Created in 1950, the Empresa Constructora
de Equipos Mecánicos specialized after
the Triumph of the Revolution in the
manufacture of collectors, compactors, dump beds, platform beds, trailers, semi-trailers and other productions. In 2012, after the reorganization
in the OSDE, the Empresa Constructora
de Equipos Mecánicos (CEM) merged
with the Empresa Industrial Guanabo
to create the Empresa Industrial Ramón Peña (EIRP). Recently, in 2018 it
was joined by the UEB Industria Mecánica Caribe (IMECA), better known as
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EFFICIENCY
AND QUALITY
the “Carretas Factory”, thus increasing
its productive experience.
In an interview with CubaPLUS magazine, its General Director Ing. Lourdes
Esther Torres Ferrer stressed that “the
company has qualified personnel, whose knowledge and experience is used to
conceive and manufacture vital devices
for the agricultural and industrial development of the Greater Antilles. The talent of its workforce, the work capacity
and technological discipline are qualities possessed by Cuban industry. “Our
products play a fundamental role in
different sectors of the economy. We repair and manufacture trailers and semitrailers of different capacities (from two
to sixty tons) that constitute our fundamental production line. In addition,
we develop applications for the sugar
harvest and rice harvest, as well as for
communal sanitation in the country’s
capital and other provinces ”. The EIRP
is recognized for having a wide range of
products that have replaced a high value of imports to the country. B-trains
made up of trailers, semi-trailers with
tractor trucks or both separate, parts,
pieces and components for transport
equipment, applications on chassis,
cabins, trucks and vans, gears and mechanized spare parts are produced and
marketed.

CO N TACT

The company is currently working
with a form of foreign investment: an
economic-international association
with the supplier FERRUZ, from Spain.
The European firm has a market position, with many years of tradition, and
30 years of operating in Cuba; It knows
the Cuban market and is one of the
strongest Spanish industrial groups in
the manufacture of equipment similar
to ours: trailers and semi-trailers.
With the International Economic
Association, the development of technological equipment, the training of
personnel, and the growth of export
capacity are strengthened through
partnerships with third parties. All these steps make it possible to maintain
the company’s status as leaders in this

type of production, while increasing
the business portfolio. “We can affirm
that our main objective is to always
satisfy our client’s needs, through high
quality products and a highly competitive level, with efficient organization
and high productivity that allows import substitutions”, concluded Ing.
Lourdes Esther Torres Ferrer.
Main Products:
Tipping Trailer, Cane Trailer, Olympic
Trailer, Flatbed Semitrailer, Bulk Carrier
Semi-Trailer, Cattle Semi-Trailer, Ampiroll Box, Tow Truck, Garbage Container,
Compressing Garbage Truck, Rodotren
semi-trailer, Hydraulic 300Ls Concrete
Mixer, Electric 300Ls Concrete Mixer,
loader for tractor.

Vía Blanca No. 4860, e/ Puente del Río Martín Pérez
y la Rotonda de Guanabacoa, Reparto Vía Blanca,
municipio Guanabacoa.
Phone: +53 7797 4777 (pizarra)
Direct: +53 7797 7913
secretaria@cem.cu
www.facebook\EIRP2017
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Giant with
inextinguishable flame
By José Antonio Fulgueiras
Photos: Julio Valdés

T

he company Planta Mecánica Fabric Aguilar
Noriega, on the outskirts of the central Cuban
city of Santa Clara, defies life with 56 years of
existence as a giant of steel and steel bars,
which raises a productive flame, impossible to

extinguish.
Founded on May 3, 1964 by the Argentine-Cuban commander Ernesto Che Guevara, then Minister of Industry of the
incipient Cuban Revolution, the unit, built mainly by engineers and technicians of the former Soviet Union, from the
beginning set its sight on the national market as the largest
and most important factory in the production of machinery
and spare parts.

Eng. Idael Cristóbal Hidaldo, General Director.
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In this industry, built in an area of 16,000 square meters, all the
basic metal-mechanical processes have been integrated since
its foundation, such as iron and steel casting, heavy and light
machining, ironwork and welding, as well as other support
technologies for the manufacture of tools and devices such
as termal, treatment, mechanical testing, equipment designs,
aggregates and parts.
This factory of factories, as it is also known, has faced, without
stopping its production, the most difficult periods in the
construction of the socialist state of Cuba, an island affected
for more than 60 years by the economic blockade of the United
States, with periods of severe lack of materials such as the socalled Special Period, with its most severe effects in 1991-1993,
and the onslaught of the current covid-19 pandemic.
“We have never stopped and we are never going to stop,” says
engineer Idael Cristóbal Hidalgo Cruz, director of the industry,
with an emphatic tone, enhanced by a mestizo face that evokes
the triumphant momentum of his native and African ancestors.
Hidalgo Cruz takes us through the factory workshops,
accompanied by Leiry Cespón Mustelier, director of Engineering,
Development, Exports and Quality, while assuring us that the
industry he directs has the license and capacity to export and is
on the way to restarting it towards a principal market in the Latin
American area, to countries such as Mexico, Costa Rica and the
Dominican Republic, who have high demand for pieces for the
sugar industry.
“In this region we have a market of more than 400 sugar
mills, and we are able to offer them crowns, mill couplings,
scrapers, side boxes, hammer supports, sprockets, shafts, blade

arms and other accessories of different types, whose
production quality we will be able to improve as soon
as the investment and modernization process of the
productive areas is completed”, comments Hidalgo Cruz
and continues the tour. For now, the over 390 workers
who work here today are working on the development
of other components for the domestic market for the
manufacture of construction materials, low-carbon minicement plants and clients from metallurgical, mining,
chemical, hydraulic, land and rail transport companies,
among others. The director has found his experience
in this factory to be positive. “I have the possibility of
working on various market products, and participating in
the creation and development of others; and I also have a
group of dedicated workers and a close relationship with
the Universidad Central Marta Abreu de Las Villas and
other scientific institutions”, he adds. Crossing through
the foundry workshop, we arrive at the area of the new
investment. The engineer Leiry Cespón clarifies that this
equipment is part of the investment process that is being
carried out in the company, the majority with resources
from Russia and China, which should be finished by the
end of 2021, and points towards the new molding line
that is being installed :
“This new technology allows us to obtain a higher
quality cast piece that will allow us to insert ourselves
into sectors that we currently don’t enter, increase our
production capacity with the consequent saving of
electricity and other carriers”, adds the engineer with a
sense of belonging gained from his over 20 years of work
in different productive positions.
The director Hidalgo Cruz also explains the investment
process carried out in the welding workshops, showing
the balancing machine, rolling machine, pantograph
and the welding column that were installed in 2019,
while waiting for the arrival of other equipment such as a
sandblasting chamber and folding machine.
He stressed that most of these products produced
and distributed by the Planta Mecánica substitute
imports for the country and assured that, in the midst
of the new coronavirus pandemic, they will not give up
on completing the technical economic plan for 2020,
reaching 18.3 million pesos.
In this factory in 1964, Commander Ernesto Che
Guevara, who fell three years later in combat in a Bolivian
internationalist guerrilla movement, symbolically lit the
torch of the Technical Revolution, and the flame is still
alive today from a cauldron of constancy, honour and
sacrifice.

Eng. Leiry Cespón Mustelier, Director of engineering,
development, exports and quality.

Products
- Containers for storing fuel
- 1 000 m3 vertical tank
- Oil pumping stations
- Calender for Jamaica
- Hoppers and ball mill for the building materials
industry
- Discharge pipe for MINDI dredge
- Satellites for the cement industry
(Panama Canal)
- Screw and crown conveyors for the nickel industry
- Bearings, crowns and others
- Central blades, side boxes and mallets for sugar
mills
- Drum for the cement industry
- Gear cutting
- Gates for the Caruachi hydroelectric plant in Venezuela
- Hydraulic turbines, national production and
exports
- Conduits

Contact:
Calle A No.39 e/ Arroyo Carrascal y carretera Planta Mecánica,
Zona Industrial Noroeste, Santa Clara, Villa Clara, Cuba.
PHONE: +53 4229-1805
+53 4229-1889
EMAIL: yiyo@plantamec.co.cu
leiry@plantamec.co.cu
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Empresa Derivados del Acero,
first class value

Ubaldo Acosta Cepero,
General Director.

A solid and safe
path in Cuba. It
treasures a work
of excellence
guaranteed
by more than
three decades of
existence.

D

erivados del Acero (DA) is a lea-

lization process of the city of Nuevitas, the fac-

ding organization in the pro-

tories that make up the company were created

duction and commercialization

in 1963, when the then Minister of the sector, Er-

of steel wire derivatives, articles

nesto Che Guevara, founded the first of its kind

and their derivatives, coated

in Camagüey, specifically in the municipality of

welding electrodes and others in Cuba. The com-

Nuevitas. Currently, it is composed of two funda-

pany has more than three decades experience of

mental UEB:

excellent work, commended by its customers for
satisfaction and confidence, thanks to a wide range of products certified as high quality.

UEB Metalúrgica de Camagüey
The productive process of this installation beg-

It is part of the Grupo Empresarial de la Indus-

ins with the arrival of the wire rod, main raw ma-

tria Sidero Mecánica (GESIME), belonging to the

terial from which all the productions are derived.

Ministerio de Industrias. As part of the industria-

It is made of low and medium carbon steel with
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Quality
established
SAE 1006, 1008, 1010 and 1020 quality of origin. It is received

lution, immersion in a zinc bath, cooling and collection for

in the diameters 5.50 mm, 6.00 mm and 6.50 mm.

inspection. A galvanized wire is obtained which is then used

The UEB has 4 productive processes: Drawing, Galvanizing,
Wiredrawing and Electrodes.
WIRE DRAWING WORKSHOP

for the manufacture of clamps, wires for pig netting and wire
for chain link mesh.
WIRE BRAIDING WORKSHOP

1. The drawing process has 2 main areas: Pickling and Wire

3. The braiding process is totally mechanical, and the wi-

Drawing. The mechanical pickling is where the process beg-

res from the galvanizing process are braided and barbed at

ins, to eliminate the superficial oxides deposited in the wire

certain distances, so that they are used efficiently in the deli-

rod, and ends with an exit inspection where it is identified

mitation of livestock and crop lands.

and distributed to the different drawing machines where it
will be processed.
In the drawing area, the steel is cold deformed by passing

In the wire workshop, galvanized staples are produced that
are used to fix the barbed wires to the posts of the cattle
fences.

the wire rod through one or more dies or rows with the aim of
reducing its diameter and lengthening its cross section. Du-

ELECTRODE WORKSHOP

ring this operation there is no machine production and varia-

4. In the electrode workshop, several technological opera-

tions of the mechanical properties of the drawn material oc-

tions are combined: cutting of the input wires coming from

cur with regard to its mechanical resistance, elongation and

the wire drawing process for the manufacture of electrodes;

necking, where the chemical composition does not undergo

preparation of the mass to be used as part of the coating; dry

any variation.

mixing, an operation where the mass is subjected to a homo-

In the drawing process, electrode input wires, galvanized wi-

genizing process and then passed to the technological ope-

res, wire for nails, wire mesh for wagons and grooved wires

ration called wet mixing, where potassium or sodium silicate

are produced.

is added to achieve the required consistency of the mass to
be pressed.

GALVANIZING WORKSHOP

After the wet mixing, the optimized mass is introduced in

2. The galvanizing process consists of immersing steel wires

a briquette press to obtain cylindrical blocks roughly 15 cm

in a molten zinc bath in order to coat the surface of the wire

long and with a diameter equal to the inner diameter of the

with a layer to protect it from oxidising agents such as humi-

cylinder of the coating press. Three of these cylinders are in-

dity and salinity.

serted in the press at a time and are subjected to the action
of a hydraulic cylinder which compresses them and sends

To achieve this protective zinc layer, the wire is subjected

them in the form of a fluid mass to a nozzle into which the

to various technological operations such as wire annealing,

cut wire also enters through a rod-feeding machine. The

pickling with hydrochloric acid, rinsing, immersion in flux so-

centre of the nozzle is occupied by the diameter of the cut
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wire, and around this diameter the mass is adhered in such a

NAILS WORKSHOP

way that at the exit of the nozzle a wire rod of 350 or 450 mm in

1. UEB’s production process consists of a nail workshop where

length is covered with mass. This coated rod is passed through

different types of nails are manufactured from 1x16 to 6x5, using

several cleaning elements installed in the same extrusion press

wire diameters from 1.60 to 5.50 mm.

where what will be the ignition tip and the clamping tip are
cleaned.

Once the raw material is received, a sample collection is made
and mechanical tests are performed; the wire is placed in the ma-

The coated rods, now with their two clean ends, are placed after

chines and the nail is manufactured according to the customer’s

classification on grids where they remain uncovered for at least

request; the suitable approved product is finished and cleaned

one hour; once this time is up, they are placed in a drying oven

in the drums, where the burrs from the cutting are removed by

where 99% of the humidity is removed, leaving less than 1%,

polishing; then the packaging is made in 20 kg cardboard boxes

which is the maximum value in standard.

that have been lithographed. The boxes are closed with a seal or

The freshly-steamed electrodes are weighed and packed in

clips, labelled and placed on pallets.

5 kg cardboard boxes which are individually placed inside a polyethylene bag and then the bag is heat-sealed, protecting the

MESH WORKSHOP

contents from moisture. Four of these boxes are then placed in

2. In this workshop, we make chain link mesh with galvanized

20 kg cardboard boxes, which are sealed, labelled and palletized.

wire, chain link mesh with plasticized wire (known as peerless)

At the end, each pallet contains 50 boxes of 20 kg in turn contai-

and the rectangular knotted mesh or pig mesh.

ning 4 small boxes of 5 kg making a total net weight of 1 000 kg

When the raw material is received, the wire is placed in the ma-

(1 t). To ensure maximum protection of the product, the pallet or

chines according to the type of mesh to be elaborated, and ta-

wooden pallet with its contents is shrink-wrapped and labelled

king into account the diameter, width and length of the mesh,

with the UEB data and a leaflet is placed on it with recommen-

the rolls are produced.

dations for the customer on the transport, storage and use of the
electrode.

ELECTRO-WELDED MESH WORKSHOP

The process ends with the commercialization of the electro-

3. In the electro-welded mesh workshop, panels or rolls of mesh

des type E 6013 (rutile) in the diameters 3.20 mm and 4.00 mm.

are manufactured from drawn wires, with diameters ranging

They are suitable for welding in all positions on elements or

from 4 to 7 mm.

joints that do not require special requirements in terms of the

The production process starts with the use of approximately

characteristics of the filler metal and its use. They are generally

2 tons of low carbon steel wire rod coils as raw material, pas-

used in ordinary welding.

sing through the mechanical pickling process, through which
the effects of oxidation and corrosion of the wire rod surface

MINAS

are eliminated, obtaining the required surface cleanliness.

The UEB Derivados del Alambre located in Minas belonging to

Then it goes to the rolling process, a process in which the wire

the company was established in 1989.

rod is physically deformed through cold stretching through

Its social objective is framed in the production of electro wel-

the different rollers. Then it is cut, a process by which the wire

ded wire mesh, galvanized wire mesh, rectangular knotted wire

is passed through cold-marking rollers, obtaining a corruga-

mesh, known as pig mesh, plastic-coated wire mesh and nails.

ted surface.

A variety of different types of steel wires are used, fulfilling our

Next, the drawn wire is deposited in coils; one part goes to the

commitment to deliver productions for industry, agriculture,

cutting straightening machines, where the longitudinal bars are

construction, tourism, health, sugarcane harvesting, and the

made, and the other part goes to the welding machine feeders,

housing sector, among others.

where they are extended as transversal wires, and then welded
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with the bars in a perpendicular way according to the diameter

duction of exportable items and others, all for the benefit of

of the wire, width and length, creating electro-welded mesh as

the population and the development of our economy, Ubal-

the final product.

do Acosta Cepero, general director of Derivados del Acero in

Since February of that year, 1989, the Unión Empresarial de

Camagüey, told this magazine.

Base Metalúrgica Alambres y Electrodos in that coastal town

The organization boasts of a quest for excellence, giving

has made a series of productions, which in only 2019 allowed it

confidence and satisfaction to customers, fulfilling com-

to supply over 1,360 tons of important products.

mitments to them in the delivery of productions for different

Located to the north, Nuevitas is one of the main industrial

sectors, for which a Quality Management System is applied

cities in the country. Its metallurgical plant is unique in its

based on ISO 9001:2015, which has enabled it to expand

type on the Caribbean island, and has four production work-

even outside the borders.

shops: Pickling and Drawing, Galvanizing, Barbed Wire and
Welding Electrodes.

- In recent times, among DA’s plans in Camagüey, what
stands out is the delivery of over one thousand tons per

The main target of the productions is to fulfill the develop-

year on average of products to clients from the Ministries of

ment of the objectives of the programs prioritized by our na-

Agriculture, Construction, Domestic Trade, Public Health,

tion, programs that are a main part of the sustenance of the

ETECSA, DIP MARIEL (Mariel Development Zone), ALMEST, the

country as far as the nutrition, construction of houses, pro-

business groups Azcuba and Tabacuba.

For Odalys Gómez de Alma, the company’s main Communication
and Marketing specialist, Derivados del Acero has become home, to
which she has dedicated 26 uninterrupted years. It has been a great
school, because after countless experiences, it has a permanent place in the heart of this lady from Camagüey. She expressed to this publication, with sense of belonging and much pride, that in her company they work to increase the satisfaction of the clients with their
products in the national market and to increase their presence in the
international market in America, demonstrating the commitment
of the upper management to certify and to continually improve the
products, and, despite the world-wide epidemiological situation of
COVID-19, they have not stopped producing.
“From February to now”, Odalys stressed, “our organization has fulfilled its monthly production plan, with alternative productions, despite the impossibility of importing the fundamental raw materials for
our industry. All was possible thanks to the excellent management
skills of our general manager, Acosta Cepero, and the strategies we
have outlined to continue offering high quality products”.
As far as the commercialization of the products is concerned, she referred to the success achieved by online sales, making it possible for
them to diversify their client portfolio, as online sales allow products
to be purchased by state companies or by private individuals.

CO N TA C T

Calle Avellaneda, No. 411, e/ San José
y Francisquito, Camagüey.
Phone: +53 5213 6600
+53 5285 0955
Email: odalys@dacero.cu
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“A Solution Within Your Reach”

F

or more than three decades, the Empresa
de Producciones Metálicas, Cometal, part
of the Grupo Empresarial de la Industria
Sidero Mecánica (GESIME), of the Ministerio de Industrias, has played a fundamental role in the industrialization process of our country,
thus contributing to the economic development. This
body is an industry in constant evolution based on
advanced engineering of products and services, whose offers have certified quality and competitive prices.
It was created with the objective of producing and
marketing products and services such as electromechanical stairs, elevators, hoists and mats, as well
as their parts, pieces, components and accessories;
cold rooms, storage facilities and enclosures for the
construction systems it produces; metal structures,
lightweight panels; electrodes and welding equipment, as well as their parts and pieces, accessories
and components; systems, structural and modular
construction systems, including their design, layout
and delineation, it also has the robustness to provide
assembly services, installation and start-up, maintenance, repair and remodelling of the equipment it
produces and markets.
Cometal, at present, is a leading company, gaining
prestige for offering products and services of excellence, endorsed by its clients for satisfaction and confidence, since it always offers technical and engineering
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Eng. Arismel Céspedes Borrero
General Director.

Characterized by its versatility
and advanced product and
service engineering
solutions for the installation and sustainability of elevators and escalators; it produces and commercializes a wide range of electrodes and offers constructive
turnkey solutions, with associated technological developments and a specialized human capital to satisfy the needs and interests of its clients at national and
international level.
It also has highly qualified professionals that allow
it to carry out fast and efficient imports of raw materials, accessories, parts and spare parts that guarantee the productions of the Unidades Empresariales
Básicas (UEB) that compose it.
Those specialists work to integrate the company
with the new development goals of the country,
raising work quality in a continuous and sustained
way, as well as the qualification of the workers, to
become leader in the speciality, and place it in the
minds of its customers as an organization of excellence, innovative and equipped to provide solutions to their needs, in an optimal timeframe and at
a competitive cost, with a certified integrated management system.

MAIN PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
ELECTRODES
Production and commercialization of
electrodes for manual electric arc welding, with the required technological modernization, enabling coverage of national
demand and import substitution.
MODULAR CONSTRUCTIONS
Very versatile solution, fast and lower
cost than the traditional without affecting
the beauty, quality and comfort of the
built installations.
TITAN STEEL CONSTRUCTIVE SYSTEM
Lightweight industrialized structural
system, based on the use of small pieces
which allow the configuration of a resistant structure to which the enclosure leaves are fixed.
ELEVATORS AND ESCALATORS
Vertical transport - or as it is more commonly known, the elevator - provides a
turnkey service, from design to after-sales,
aimed at satisfying customer needs.
PANELS
Manufacture and marketing of panels for
construction and refrigerators, such as the
sandwich panel from 40 to 120 mm thick,
in the case of those intended for construction. In the case of refrigeration panels,
from 60 to 200 mm thick. Polyurethane
(PUR) and Polyisocyanurate (PIR) insulation. Internal and external face in pre-lacquered steel. Useful width 1 100 mm.

GASTRONOMIC SERVICES
Specialized Services for the Maintenance
and Repair of Gastronomic Equipment of
all types, with vast experience. The service is oriented to the hotel industry of the
21st century.

COLD CHAMBER
Maintenance and repairs of cold chambers in Havana, Varadero, Cayo Santa María, Cayo Coco, Camagüey, Holguín and
Santiago de Cuba. Applications ranging
from food conservation, organic waste
protection, specialized areas in health
centers, flower conservation and others.
Our chambers constitute an integrated
system that begins with the most modern technologies from design to set-up
and guarantee of optimum functioning.

CONTACT:
General Director
Eng. Arismel Céspedes Borrero
Cell: +53 5217-8744
Email: arismel@cometal.co.cu

Director UEB Import-Export
Orlando Egea Rodríguez
Cell: +53 5286-5565
Email: orlandoe@comex.cometal.co.cu

Especialist area Comex
Telephone: 7694-2397
Cell: +53 5285-0739
Email: bilma@comex.cometal.co.cu,
yaismeli@comex.cometal.co.cu
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“SATISFACTION AND TRUST”

Susana López Rubí,
Associate Director.

For over three
decades, our
tool production
has paved the
way for regular
customers who
are here to stay.
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ESAE
EMPRESA DE SERVICIOS ASOCIADOS AL ENVASE

T

he Empresa de Servicios
Asociados al Envase
(ESAE), one of the pillars
of the mechanical steel
engineering industry in
Cuba, works today to offer its clients
an excellent service while supporting
the national plan of economic development and import substitution. According to the deputy director of the
organization, Susana López Rubí, one
of the fundamental functions of the
organization is the design and production of molds and dies, for which
there is an area for design and technology with experts who have vast

experience in the sector, capable of
satisfying the demands of the client.
The molds, explained López Rubí, are
classified according to how they are
produced into injection, compression,
blow and extrusion molds. The material used for production is selected according to the complexity and quantity
of pieces to produce. These materials
can be: zamak, tempered steel, stainless steel or aluminium.
Regarding the dies, the executive explained that they are produced with
special steel to obtain the strength
to guarantee their durability and are
classified as Cut, Folded, Inlaid and

Multiple, corresponding to the piece required.
The company, part of the Grupo Empresarial de la Industria Sidero Mecánica (GESIME) and with over 35 years of experience,
makes dies of every type, provided they
measure less than one meter in diameter, and all types of molds, whose technical characteristics vary according to the
function of the article being made.
For its productions, said the director later,
ESAE has modern equipment that gives
it potential from a technical point of view
and highly qualified human capital, so it
can be said that “the future of ESAE is guaranteed”
Conditions:
-The client is obliged to present a technical
specification to the design and technology
area detailing the request for the desired
article and our specialists will jointly assess
the best option for product development.
-The technical recommendations regarding the use, handling and maintenance
of molds and dies must be respected to
ensure their useful life.
-The client must approve the final design.
-Design and manufacturing services must
be requested during the course of the tra-

de fair for scheduling according to
demand and, subsequently, to be
analyzed and active recruitment to
happen, in order to carry out proper service planning.

In the event that the client would
like a start-up at home by ESAE
specialists, this must be contracted
and agreed within the initial terms
of agreement.

CONTACT:
Vía Blanca No. 811 e/ Camino del Polvorín y Línea del Ferrocarril, Rpto.
Los Ángeles, San Miguel del Padrón, La Habana, Cuba.
Phone: +53 7699 0321 / +53 7699 0325 / +53 7699 0335
Email: susana@herramix.co.cu / daily@herramix.co.cu
secretaria@herramix.co.cu

“We continue to work for economic development”
1
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W

ith the premise of producing and
offering ecological equipment to
the country, the Industrial Company “Ángel Villarreal Bravo”, Minerva, is committed to a sustainable future by marketing equipment that has electric energy as a power
source; it maintains and increases its business for
tourism investment, Mariel Special Development
Zone, import substitution and use of electronic
commerce, as well as the recently created stores
in freely convertible currency (FCC).
Minerva is sales leader in electronic commerce and FCC stores in the Organización Superior
de Dirección Empresarial (OSDE) of the Grupo

Empresarial de la Industria Sidero Mecánica
(GESIME).
At the end of September, 2 587 electric bicycles,
973 electric tricycles and spare parts of the value
of 210,638.60 USD had been sold through e-commerce and stores in FCC, including lithium and
lead gel batteries, chargers, electronic boxes, tires
and cameras.
It is worth noting that batteries in the equipment already on the market are lead gel and
lithium iron phosphate with an electric protection circuit to prevent fires in vehicles. None of
the equipment sold have had accidents of this
type. The Asociación Económica Internacional

At the center of your preference
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(AEI VEDCA) is currently being set up in Havana, an
investment to assemble electric cycles, which will
increase the capacity of assembly and multiply
their supply. The center is in its final phase and in
the fourth quarter of the current year it will receive
the technological equipment with a view to starting
operations at the end of 2020.
They are also working to commercialize batteries, as
there are many electric bicycles running on Cuba that
do not have spare parts secured.

Meanwhile, the product on the shelf is in high demand due to investments in tourism; especially with
the developer Almest, by 2021 the demand will have
tripled.
It is a commodity with 100% national integration in its
manufacture and substitutes imports. Work is being
done to improve technological equipment through
small investments in production processes.

www.compra-dtodo.com
1
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Products available through electronic
commerce will be, among others:

•Mechanical bicycles
l
•Wheelchair
•Electric tricycles
•Electric tricycle for the elderly
•Electric motorcycles
•Electric quadricycles

With its products, Minerva also serves two of the
country’s programs with great impact on the population.
- Housing program with doors
- Health Care Program with
wheelchairs

CONTACT
Empresa Industrial “Ángel Villarreal Bravo”, Minerva
Calle C No. 11 e/ Circunvalación Norte y carretera a
Planta Mecánica, reparto Riviera, Santa Clara,
Villa Clara, Cuba.
Phone: +53(42) 291 554
Email: eliel@ciclocentro.co.cu
Website: www.compra-dtodo.com
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Edel Gómez Gómez,
General Director.

C A M I LO
CIENFUEGOS
GORRIARÁN

COMANDANTE

“With Vision 2020”
With five years of
work experience, the
Empresa Industria
Electrónica (EIE)
underpins its work in
the lighting market,
ever more dynamic
and complex, to
guarantee every
demand and create
solutions to fit clients
and the areas of use.

W

e have a modernised assembly line to as-

In this way, the time is favourable to invest and convert oursel-

semble LED lights, with a production capa-

ves into a producer of energy in keeping with the times, which

city of 1 million units per year, for which the

is why the decision to install a photovoltaic solar park is one of

area is made up of production line, ageing

those alternatives that has never been more affordable, advan-

line, test laboratory and completed pro-

tageous and easy for a company as it is today. Now is the time

duction, explained Edel Gómez Gómez, General Director.
With the creation of an easy-to-install product, with high ener-

to transform our company for economically sustainability and
prepare it for the future with a clear energy strategy, he assured.

gy efficiency and light quality, the national industry seeks to

In explaining EIE’s role in the construction of the photovoltaic

consolidate itself in the lighting sector, as forecasts of future

park he said that at the start they constructed flat photovoltaic

prices of electricity show a clear upward trend which goes to-

parks, in parking lots, bicycle parks, on rooftops and they will

gether with the constant rise in demand for energy.

continue building them. The factory has completed five photo-
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“The fundamental premise of the organization is to represent the simplest and
safest path towards energy efficient and suitable solutions for the future”

CONTACT
Ave. 349, # 18001 e/180 y 160, Reparto 1ro de Mayo, Boyeros, La Habana.
Phone: +53 5213 9010 General Director / +53 5213 1758 Business Direction
Email: nayade.iribar@eie.co.cu

www.eie.co.cu
voltaic parks and they intend to make them not only in the indus-

Later he signalled that “our industry has solutions for the different

try, but also in other factories that need them, allowing the coun-

photovoltaic systems in the production of electrical energy as well

try to save energy as long as they are industrial photovoltaic parks.

as the assembly and installation of these systems. We also have

In this respect, Gómez Gómez added that “with this photovoltaic

technical availability to provide warranty and post warranty ser-

field, the advantage we have in our company is that it goes directly

vices and technical assistance to investors. And we plan to create

to the sources of our energies, there’s no loss of power and it re-

a control room for monitoring the main measurable parameters

duces our street electricity cost to what we have today. Before, we

of different photovoltaic parks in service through a scaled system.

paid between 40,000 and 50,000 pesos and today we’re paying
between 27,000 and 29,000 pesos.” (equivalent in dollars)
Currently, EIE has the potential to generate around six hundred
and sixty-six kilowatts peak from solar energy, which implies the

Meanwhile, a factory is currently being built in order to serve investors, whether they be investors that we have installed in the
factory or investors that have the electrical connection installed in
different places”, he said.

total installation of two thousand six hundred and sixty four pho-

“The EIE”, he continued, “is a company that today works with

tovoltaic modules in photovoltaic solar generators connected to

electronic commerce, we are pioneers in electronic commerce;

the organization’s internal system. Once all the planned power is

we work in the currency markets, we work with the closed sys-

installed, more than two hundred and sixteen megawatts / hour

tems of tourism in different facilities and we work in Mariel. The-

per year will be produced with the consequent saving of diesel,

refore we are working based on the things needed by the state

equivalent and the reduction of tons of carbon dioxide emitted

without forgetting the needs of the population that the country

into the atmosphere.

must satisfy”.

“To achieve these goals, we have installation services for photo-

Finally, he stressed that the organization is preparing itself from

voltaic systems from one hundred kilowatts peak and even pro-

this point of view for the national market in two ways and, at the

jects with over a hundred mega watts for implementation and

same time, “we are preparing to be the first export models. We are

professional support throughout the process. We adapt our solu-

looking for this status because the country needs fresh money and

tions to different systems and to the conditions of the floor, roofs

the Camilo Cienfuegos company depends on the guidelines and

and facades”, he added.

needs that the country has at this time”.
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Cuba’s Leading Company in the Automation Sector

Automatically
A
uttomatticallly att y
your service
serviice

T

he modern world is closely linked
to automation, one of the essential
services provided by the Integral
Automation Company, CEDAI along
with others such as electricity, networks,
consulting, technical assistance and related
processes.
It belongs to the GELECT Business Group of the
Industry Sector.
Founded in 1978, it develops automation
projects, with the philosophy of integrating
systems aimed at industries and buildings for
the rational use of energy and the increase in
quality and production efficiency.
One of the production lines to be developed
is related to the automation of society, which
aims to bring the automatic to the citizen, a
task that must be prioritized given the growing
demographic aging of the country.
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Responding to the growing needs of our
customers we offer the following services:
- Preparation of thecnical task and proposal
of solutions
- Performing basic and detail engineering
- Supply of material
- Installation and start up
- Assembly and Commissioning
-Technical assistance in automated
systems, electrical systems and
industrial cybersecurity
- Training, qualification and technical
preparation of the user’s personnel
- Preparation of technical information
and operating manuals
- Warranty Service
- Maintenance Service

services with efficiency and professionalism.
The intention to strengthen its presence at an
international level is essential for its growth.
CEDAI has more than 300 specialists from
related branches trained and versed in new
technologies, with expertise in assimilating
different industrial processes and adapting
advanced solutions that allow greater control
and efficiency in technological processes.

The export of services has been consolidated
with a presence mainly in:
- Mexico
- Panama
- Dominican Republic
- Guadeloupe
- Chile
- Equatorial Guinea
Provides solutions along the lines of:
- Venezuela
- Automation of Industrial Processes.
CEDAI’s premise is the consolidation of
- Automation of buildings.
comprehensive energy efficiency projects
- Specialized Electricity applicable to
that represent a guarantee of development
demands of any sector of the economy.
- Solutions applicable to different water for Cuba and an authentic revolution in urban
treatment systems and impact on the planning, mobility and the use of energy.
Environment.

Contact
Calle 13 esq G, Vedado,
Plaza de la Revolución,
La Habana. Cuba.

comercial@cedai.com.cu
+53 7835 3651
www.cedai.com.cu

f @CEDAI Empresa de
Automatización Integral
@CEDAICUBA
CEDAI Empresa de
Automatización Integral
CEDAI

The accompaniment and support of the
clients throughout the entire process, from
the conception of the project to its implementation and subsequent maintenance or continuous improvement, constitutes a fundamental premise.
Its organizational structure allows its presence throughout the national territory,
as well as guaranteeing the fulfillment of
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INPUD
THE COMPANY OF THE CUBAN
AN
DOMESTIC ECONOMY

Photo: Ramón Barreras Valdés

T

he Empresa Industrial Nacional Productora
de Utensilios Domésticos (INPUD), subordinate to the Ministerio de Industrias and
integrated into the OSDE GELECT (Grupo de
la Electrónica), has not stopped in the development,
expansion and diversification of its range of products.
Built 56 years ago in Santa Clara, then capital of the
province of Las Villas, it began to supply Cuban households with utensils that significantly helped to substitute imports. Hand in hand with Ernesto Che Guevara,
its founder, this new plant promoted the industrial
development of the region, later extended to the rest
of the country. It is difficult to find a Cuban family that
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does not have or has had at least one item from that
factory.
Several of its products are based on recycled raw materials, such as pots, pans, coffee pots and fans.
Currently, it works on the basis of import substitution,
with the aim of producing equipment being imported
by the chain stores for the domestic market.
Among these items are fans of various models, electric rice cookers and pressure cookers, one or twoburner gas stoves, and traditional pressure pots.
Meanwhile, adapting to this day and age, INPUD
launched its first foray into electronic commerce, expanding with force within the country’s development.

Marisel Montero Lago,
M
General Director.

On the digital page of Citmatel, the company
offers several utensils, among them, one and
two-burner table stoves, wall and pedestal fans,
16 and 18 inches, 12 and 16 inches table fans, as
well as rice and electric pressure cookers.
The household utensil industry is also entering
the market in freely convertible currency through
stores created for this purpose, with new, higherend products offering better features, such as
the four-burner gas cooker with oven and the
18-inch pedestal fan.
Its most significant investments are directed to
the expansion and modernization of its production capacities, in accordance with the new era
and the technological facilities already in place.
This organization has presented an upward
trend during all these years.
Characterized by producing highly competitive
articles and by having excellent human capital, it
is today the fundamental ally of the Cuban home
for being the main producer of domestic utensils
in the country.

Contact:
Carretera Central Km 298 y Avenida Calixto García,
Santa Clara, Villa Clara.
PHONES: +53 52799520
+53 52172491
EMAIL: mariselml@inpud.co.cu
virginia@inpud.co.cu
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P

ilaf rice is a traditional way
of cooking rice in India.
However, grain prepared in
this way is a dish attributed
to the Turks or the Persians.
In any case, the variants of pilaf are common throughout the Middle East, Near
East, Caucasus region and the Balkan peninsula.
The nationality of rice is as controversial
as its history. Scholars consider that rice is
native to South Asia, because it grows wild
in India, Indochina and China.
While it is true that in these areas many
varieties have developed naturally since
ancient times, other researchers say that
the grain originated in Africa and then
moved to Asia. A third hypothesis states
that it emerged in both continents at the
same time.
What is indisputable to everyone is that it
is one of humanity’s oldest foods. It can be
said that more than a third of the global
population has rice as a basic food in their
daily diet.
In Cuba, it is considered the ingredient
that cannot be missing in the diet of the
inhabitants of this Caribbean island.
There are about ten thousand varieties of
rice and while it is true that in Cuba consumption is limited to grains of national,
Brazilian, Uruguayan or Vietnamese origin, or whatever importing country, the
fact is that all are welcome.

Pilaf
orr the transculturation
of rice
By Elsy Fors

Pilaf style rice
Ingredients
3 cups of rice
6 cups of hot chicken stock
½ cup of roasted almonds or peanuts
1 tablespoon of curry
2 tablespoons of olive or vegetable oil
Salt and pepper to taste

Preparation
In a large pot add a spoonful of oil, add the rice and fry for a minute, add the spoonful of curry and stir well.
Add the hot chicken stock, salt and pepper and leave to simmer for around 18 minutes. A simple way to know
if it is ready is to see if the rice grain has opened and absorbed all the liquid.
When everything is ready add the almonds or roasted peanuts and stir (they are added at the end to ensure they are
crunchy when served). Some recipes suggest adding a finely chopped medium onion when frying the uncooked rice.
The oil is also usually substituted with butter.
For greater panache and aroma, once the rice is cooked, add finely chopped parsley and stir it in with the rice.
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For the Hernández-González family, culinary art and
gastronomic service are an essential part of their lives.
With a long-standing tradition, the legacy continues in
the latest generation. With La Rosa Negra restaurant,
Diego Hernández began to develop his own product,
focusing on, above all, good taste, refinement and the
upholding of Cuban and international gastronomy. He
currently runs another establishment; The Cathedral,
established in 2013, which maintains the original level of
quality. The client can taste dishes of high gastronomic
level from a national and foreign recipebook, as well as
a diversity of cocktails and distinctive drinks from Cuba
and around the world. The service leaves the consumer
feeling comfortable, who in turn gives customer loyalty
as the reward.

Calle 8 e/ Calzada y 5ta, Vedado / + 53 7830 0793

Sensations and Flavour,
avant-garde and tradition in the culinary art

Mercy (Mercedes González), Diego’s niece, began to
venture into this sector several years ago as an employee,
indeed in her uncle’s restaurant. The experience gained
during her time there gave her the ability to begin, almost
a year ago, the challenge of running the Mercy Bar- Café
together with her husband Alain Cruz. The space has the
quality of attracting the public for very specific reasons:
its natural beauty and unique look, the positive energy
that emanates from the young couple of entrepreneurs
and the chillout music in the background. Various offers
make up the menu, with signature dishes like the Mercy
Burger and the Piña Colada served in coconuts, to enjoy
and share with friends and family in a special and magical
setting by the sea.

MERCY bar-cafe
#mercy_bar_cafe
+ 53 5936 1254 / Paseo Marítimo 1ra y 70
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All-inclusive Relax Wellness 5 days change your Life for the better
For more info see: www.tainahotels.com

Nestled in the heart of Bávaro our hotel features a variety of 40 rooms.
Each is equipped with air conditioning, mini bar, cable television, safe deposit box,
parking and complimentary WiFi service.
Our concierge service will help with arrangements for airport transportation,
outings and any car rental requirements.
There is a lovely pool and restaurant to make your stay a true pleasure.
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